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PROFESSIONAL
STUMP GRINDERS

121 John Dodd Road, Spartanburg, SC 29303
(864)578-9335
Fax (864)578-0210
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The Evolution Continues...
With an exciting line-up of machines from the pioneer of modern brush chipping technology.
Backed by Morbark's exclusive two-year warranty and supported by a world-class network of
equipment dealers.
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Celebrating our 45th year of uncompromising dedication to innovation and quality.
1-800-831-0042 • 989-866-2381 • www.morbark.com
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It Still Matters
Wh en It S To u g h

k "4i
Tree Care

Publisher

L

The phone calls have been coming in one after the other. One day its
a member company calling to complain about another company ' s employee recruitment practices. Another day. its a member company calling
to complain about a competitor's marketing strategy.
Yes, times are tough. We received three "going out of business" letters in response to dues
renewal notices in one week
small companies thatjust couldn't make it during these times.
The economy is tough; employees are still hard to find; and winter has hit the North, South,
and Midwest very early this year in a year when we would like to have had a few more
weeks to stretch out the work and enhance the bottom line.
Yes. it's a free market economy. Employees come and go as they please. Marketing and
advertising are interesting areas that frequently walk a very fine line, with logo violations,
slander, and copyright issues lurking nearby.
Even in the tough times. you can do it right. You can be creative without getting too close
to the lines. You can be competitive and still not drive wedges within a community of practitioners.
You might be thinking to yourself. 'She's not out here. She doesn't know what it's like to
have to deal with these issues." If you are ready to close the magazine, pick up the phone or
fire off an e-mail, one more moment of your time, please.
Associations are faced with the same issues. First, when you have a tough time, so do we.
When there are fewer members, there is less dues income. When vendors who supply to you
have to make tough choices between marketing and sponsorship, our programs and services
feel the impact. Members' desire for value from their association doesn't decrease in tough
times; our resources for providing that value do. When there are online programs and services.
more educational program options and more publications than ever before, we have to rise to
the challenge to serve you and get our voice heard above the choir.
Yes, I do know what you're experiencing, and you have our empathy in what you are going
through. What I do feel very strongly about is that running our businesses the right way is the
high ground we should always take when times are good and when times are bad.
Aoain, you're thinking. It's irritating when times are good and our competitors do this
stuff, but it can be downright threatening when times are bad."
You're right. Two things to remember. One you have to be able to sleep at night and look
your family in the eye about HOW you are earning the roof over their heads. Two this industry has to start takingresponsibility for best business practices, setting the standards, and sticking
to them. When we have done that, then and only then, do we have the right to hold our heads
up and say we are in fact the professional industry that we desire to be called. NAA is going
to be working with the industry to attempt to do just that. We're going to need your help
each and every company.
It still matters, and we're going to find the way together.
. . .
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Access the best in equipment, application
expertise and support.
It's the Telelect organization, an uncommon network of equipment distributors working together. Telelect Network
provides an unparalleled level of application expertise and product support to help ensure your tree trimmer investment
is productive, available, and delivers the lowest total life-cycle costs. It's a winning
combination
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the financial strength of a major corporation and customer focused

and responsive local representation. Tap into this valuable resource.
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Avoiding Storm Hazards
By Jacqueline Gate/v

Next Generation of
E3 The
Lifts?
By Leiinv Polonski

Oak Wilt: The Battle in the
Trenches
By Lana Robinson

Cover Photo
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Outlook
By Cynthia Mills, CAE

How you live your life matters when
decisions are toughest.
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Branch Office
By Wi//ian, J. Lvnott

When clients need a personal service performed, they tend to seek out people they
trust. so develop your professional image.
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Cover photo by Jay Brausch.

Tech Notes
By Alex Slo.s;nan

Free e-mail means free access to the
world.
TCIs mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest

20

Cutting Edge
New products and news in the tree care
industry

industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to
serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the
care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the nonprofit National Arborist Association, we vow to sustain the same
uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the
field, who adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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Washington in Review
By Peter Gerstenberger

Update for tree companies on OSHA
recordkeeping requirements
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Scenes from TCI EXPO
TCI EXPO in Milwaukee showcased new
products, demos and the latest in tree care
practices

Tree Health
BY Dr. Cheryl Smith

Diagnosing those troubles with trees is still
important in winter.
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Help wanted, services, businesses, new
and used products for sale

NAA Reporter
The latest news, safety and training products,
commentary and benefits of membership with
the National Arborist Association.

TreeWorker Files
BY Tin, Walsh

Adjustable false crotches and improved climbing techniques.

From the Field
By Paul Wolfe II

Why did that tree have to he removed? Part II
The anser is
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These prices won't be hanging around!
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SALE
REG
PRICE
PRICE
27553 ......... $82 ......... $65
27554 ........ $102 ........ $82
27555 ........ $137 ....... $109
27556 ........ $389 ....... $311

Yellow Jacket
120'
150'
200'
600'

Pro Stripe
120' 27557 ......... $86 ......... $69
150' 27558 ........ $107 ........ $86
200' 27559 ........ $144 ....... $115
600' 27560 ........ $399 ....... $319
Pro Spec
120' 27561
150' 27562
200' 27563
600' 27564

$78 ......... $63
$98 ......... $79
...... $130 ...... $104
....... $359 ....... $287
........
........

N
TIGHT WEAVE • 6,200 LB TENSILE

fs,t;". N!
GREAT KNOT CONTROL • 6,500 LB TENSILE

**fk 4t ,%
HIGH TENACITY • 7,300 LB TENSILE

1-800-525-8873 www.shem*lli*nc.com
or visit a participating Vermeer dealer
MENTION AD AT TIME OF ORDER. Offer available through Sherrill Arborist Supply and participating Vermeer dealers. Sale prices expire March 5, 2003.
VERMEER, and VERMEER LOGO are registered trademarks of Vermeer Manufacturing Company in the US and/or other countries. All Rights Reserved.
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Storm Hazards
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Broken and hanging limbs are a
hazard to pedestrians and arborists alike. Photos courtesy
Shawnee Mission Tree Service.
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of ice-shrapnel pummel Ron Keith, the
hunks
owner of Shawnee Mission Tree Service in Kan
sas. who is careful not to look up at the falling ice,
though he wears a hard hat and protective eyewear. "You
never know where it's going to hit," he says. "It could be 10
feet away or right on top of you." A surprise ice storm followed by a snap of warm weather unexpectedly took Kansas
City under siege.
Keith acknowledges that winter storms are one of the pitfalls
of any outdoor work. But the bottom line is that it can be downright dangerous for tree care professionals. "The trees are under
such stress that the job you're working on changes every
minute," he warns. Snapping, brittle branches and equipment
problems are among the hazards an arborist faces in winter
storms. The difference between a successful job and a safety
incident begins with a heightened awareness of the dangers.

C

Dress for safety
Dressing for the weather, as basic as it sounds, is the first
line of defense against injury from falling ice to frostbite. A
hard hat and protective eyewear are required when perform-

ing tree work, and safety-conscious businesses take that standard a step further in bad weather. In winter storms. "put it
on the minute you step out of the truck." Keith advises. "And
bring an extra hard hat for your customer."
Outerwear is also critical. A too-warm coat can cause your
body to overheat while working, even in the coldest weather.
The extra bulk also limits movement, slowing reaction time
and setting up a hazardous situation around equipment.
"Bulky clothes can get caught in the chipper or on branches
going in, pulling you off insecure footing," says Jonathan
Hale, district manager for Davey Tree Experts in Scarsdale.
N.Y. Heavier clothes don't tear as easily as summer wear
does, settingup an increased potential for disaster.
The best bet is to dress in layers, which allows for the addition or removal of layers to adjust for comfort and safety. Layers
works well for gloves, too. notes Hale. He recommends a thin
leather glove inside a heavier cotton glove which protects hands
while providing the necessary dexterit\.

On solid ground
While tree care owners and managers tend to focus on the

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2(ft)3

arborist-specific dangers of storm work, they shouldn't minimize the perils that everyone faces from ice and snow. Ben
Tresselt. III. owner or Arborist Enterprises. Inc. in Lancaster,
Penn., reminds his crew to use caution on the road. He enrolls
his crew in defensive driving courses offered by his insurance
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been in South Carolina and Louisiana in the wake of Hurricane Lily since early October. His cranes and heavy equipment
tend to sink in the soil when it's so wet, something his crew
experienced first-hand. "Finally the winds and rains subsided
and we were trying to lift a tree out of a house," recalls
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A severe ice storm reduced this grouping of river birches to springpoles, but now they are thriving and healthy.

company, but too often, it's not his drivers that worry him.
"You're in a big truck and you can't stop quickly." worries
Tresselt. "Other drivers may not realize or even care about that."
Those are also things you just can't anticipate. notes Keith,
like the hunks of ice as heavy as tree limbs that cracked windshields in Kansas City. "It can be very dangerous driving."
Once on the job. stabilizing equipment is critical to a safe environment. "Be careful to set the trucks on dry ground," advises
Hale. He suggests cutting the wheel to the curb, and shoveling
around and under tires to clear the ground of snow. If the tires
don't grip the pavement or ground. the truck may slide.
Setting up equipment safely in soggy conditions presents a
different problem, adds Erwin Castellanos. Sr. of Champions
Tree Services. in Houston. Texas. He and his three crews have

Castellanos. "The crane almost tipped over from the condition
of the soil." He says extreme storm conditions make it difficult to plan. throwing off calculations.

Fancy footwork
When ice or sno\ is underfoot. simply survevine a site can
be a risky task. A cautious step in boots that offer some grip
and sanding where possible can provide limited stability.
Working on trucks, buckets and rooftops is just as slippery.
Hale recommends being tied in and keeping a grip at all times,
especially when mounting and dismounting a bucket. "Keep a
good tight hand-grip at all times because your feet will go out
from under you." stresses Hale. who recalls a fall that left him
hadl bruised.

—:

t2EI
A heavily damaged grouping of trees in an office complex immediately after an ice storm. Arborists remain in danger from
falling limbs,

The same scene the folowing summer.

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY -2003

Minimize icy trucks and buckets b
keeping as much equipment inside as
possible, and cleaning-off the remaining equipment before leaving the shop.
Give rooftops a few more hours of sunshine to warm any ice, but continue to
be cautious on its wet surface.
Opt for dry ropes and use e\tlu caution around ropes that are wet or have
frozen. "Ropes freeze and they don't
hold their knots," cautions Hale. He
suggests pulling extra rope through tlic
knot to allow for slippage, and making sure snaps are clean and free of ice.
Have extra ropes in the truck and put
wet ropes out to dry overnight before
"abandoning ship" at day's end.
Slippery surfaces are even more of
a threat in trees. "Let snow melt off the
trees before climbing them - unless
it's an emergency," recommends John
Richards, president and owner of Tree
Care Enterprises, Inc.. in Rockford, Ill.
Even then, he says, the trunk and limbs
will be wet and slippery, so be sure to

Along this entryway, a
slippery surface on the
ground presents hazards before arborists
ascend to repair storm
damage.
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be tied in at all times.
Richards suggests using extra caution even on basic jobs during storms
and cold weather. "The stress and cold
temperatures make even a routine
takedown risky. If you're in a white
pine whose branches are holding snow,
don't trust all your weight on any

branch," he warns.
"There is not a single safe job out
there in a storm" says Keith. "The trees
are under stress and one cut can
change that job in a hurry. Respect that
job and realize that it is far more dangerous than any summer job." There
comes a point when supervisors must
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2000 FREIGHTLINER FL80:
3126 CAT, 250 hp, 8 spd +10,
+bo/bo, 58,000 lb GVW, 28 ton
NATIONAL 1195 CRANE, 150 ft
total hook ht, radio remote, pinon steel platform, 20 ft wood
flatbed, 19K miles. $124,500.

95 GMC TOPKICK.
215 hp, 6 spd, 33,000 lb GVW,
55 ft ALTEC LRIII BUCKET,
rear mount under frame drum
chipper. lift dump/ chip box,
36K mites. $44,500.

NT 51854: DT466, 21
4 spd auto, 2 spd
Allison
88

II transfer, all wheel drive chassis,

;
9INT 4700: 0T466E, 210 hp, 6
spd +lo, 33,000 lb GVW, 14 ton
TEREX TC2863 CRANE, 73 ft
hook ht, cap alert / overload
shutdown. 18 ft wood flatbed,
22K miles. $49,500.

I 33,000

98 FORD F800: 5.9L Cummins,
230 hp, 6 spd, 33,000 lb G.

with 15 ton PIONEER 1000
CRANE, 113 ft total hook ht,
360' area of full capacity
operation, 16 ft steel flatbed,
36K miles. $62,500.

lb GV\N, with 6.5 ton IMT

I 8025 KNUCKLEBOOM, 25'5
max side reach: 12 ft utility!
flatbed, 52K miles. $27,900.

1W Ir

94 FORD F800: Cummins 3.31 diesel, 225 hp, 5 spd + 2 spd,
33,000 lb GVW, with 10 ton JLG
I000JBT CRANE, 57 ft hook ht,
16 ft wood flatbed w/ stake sides,
50K miles. $39,500.

98

98 FORD FT9000: Cummins
8.3L diesel, 225 hp, 8 speed + 10,
+101to, 52,000 lb GVW, with 18
ton MANITEX 1870 CRANE, 80
ft hook height, 20 ft steel flatbed.
41K miles. $69,000.

3306

97 FORD LT8000: 8.31-

95 FORD LNT8000: 8 3L

CAT, 300hp, 8 spd +10
+bo/bo, 58,000 lb GVW, with

Cummins. 275 hp. 8 spd
'Ho +lofbo, 58,000 lb GVW,

Cummins, 275 hp, 8 spd +
10, 54,400 lb GVW, 21 ton

21 ton NATIONAL 800C

with PIONEER 2000 crane,

crane, l33ft hook ht. 18 ft

124 ft total hook ht.

steel flatbed. $89,500.

$79,500.

NATIONAL 800C crane,
1i4'A ft hook ht, pin-on
basket, 18ft flat. $89,500.

VOLVO WG64:

-

56581

5782

ry

5713

~
~_:q.

.14

93 INT 4600: 7.31- diesel,
with 3% ton HIAB
550-3 KNUCKLEBOOM,
23ft max side reach, remote
ctrl, lift steel flat. $21,500.

82 FORD LT8000: 3208
CAT, 210 hp. 13 speed,
64,000 lb GVW, with 6'/2

98 GMC T7500: 3116
CAT, 6 spd, 61/2 ton
HIAB knuckleboom,
26 ft side reach, 19 ft
steel flat. $39,500.

95 FORD LNT9000:
L10, 260 hp, 10 speed,
22 ft flatbed, with 51/2 ton
IMT crane, 25 ft side
reach. $39,500.

155 hp, 5 spd, 21,500 lb

GVW,

ton HIAB 1265 crane,
345" max side reach, 20

5705

93 WHITE / GMC WG64:
CAT 3306. 305 hp, 8 spd
+10 +10/b, 73,280 lb GVW,

with 10 ton CORMACH
ft

steel flatbed. $14,900.

1900E crane, 24'6 steel
flatbed $47,500.

58481

5791

_'.J

v- -.-•

ice
2000 tNT 4900:
DT466E, 215 hp, 9 spd,
33,000 lb GVW, 55 ft
ALTEC AM855 bucket,
14 ft utility body.
$79,500.

99 FORD F800: Cummins
5.9L diesel, 215 hp, 6 spd.
33,000 lb GVW, with 55 ft
TECO V5A-551P-2TFE2

99 GMC C7500: CAT 3126,

210 hp. 7 speed. 33,000 lb
GVW, with 65 ft TECO V6651P-4TFE2 bucket, 2 man
end-hung basket, 14 ft steel
flat-bed $64,500.

86 tNT 1954: DT466, 180 lip, 5
spd + 2 spd rear, 28,000 lb
GVW, with 3 ton IMT 4825
KNUCKLEBOOM, 2511' max
side reach, ii ft steel flat / utility
body $14,900.

99 FORD F550 SUPERDUTY:
7.3L Turbodiesel, auto w/od,
17,500 lb GVW. 36ftALTEC
L36A BUCKET, ii ft utility body,
28K miles. $39,500.

BUCKET, 2 man end hung

basket, 14 ft utility body.
25K miles. $44,500.

31-3

Ell

3
U

82 WHITE ROAD
XPEDITION II TRACTOR:

90 INT 2674: Cummins
NTC315. 315 hp, 8 spd +
0, + l o /l o , 73,280 lb GVW,
tandem, air tag axle, 24'6"
flatbed/dump body.
86,000 miles. $32,500.

Cummins NTC300, 300 hp,
6 spd + lo, + l o /l o , with 10
ton RO TCI20 CRANE, 50
ft hook ht. overhaul ball.

$17,900.

InC

L1 •I-IK'J
3123 Bethlehem Pike

98 GMC C17500: 3126 CAT, 245
hp, 6 spd + 10, 33,000 lb GVW, 6
ton PALFINGER PK14080
KNUCKLEBOOM, 218' max
side reach. 22 It steel flatbed.
S39.500.

•

""

KNUCKLEBOOMS
HIAB, IMTCO,
NATIONAL, ETC...
MOUNTED OR UNMOUNTED

I

20 FUEL TRUCKS IN STOCK
(40) BUCKET TRUCKS, (15) BOOM
TRUCKS, (15) KNUCKLEBOOMS, (10)
UNMOUNTED KNUCKLEBOOMS, (15)
DIGGER DERRICKS, (5) MECHANICS
TRUCKS WICRANES.

866-250-8262

.

Hatfield, PA 19440

•

Phone 215-721-4444

•

Fax 215-721-4350 sales@opdykes.com
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weigh the danger against the emer gency nature of the situation. Certain
jobs will just have to wait, reminds
Keith.

The human element
Sometimes the most hazardous conditions are not the storm raging
outside, but its effect on the crew. The
reality of working in and after a storm,
says Hale, is that "your feet are frozen, your hands are frozen, you're
frustrated and impatient. That's when
you may start to rush things." That's
precisely when the risk of mistakes
and injuries is at its highest. Even the
best staff, when tired and cold, can
make elementary mistakes.
Instead, says Hale. encourage the
crew to take a few minutes away from
the job to get physically comfortable,
which can help rejuvenate tired workers. It's smart to get into the warm

truck, take off socks and shoes to dry
them, and get circulation going rather
than try to tough it out. "I'm not say ing you have to pamper yourself." says
Hale. "But taking ten minutes to dry
out renews your strength and concentration."
When a storm is anticipated and
crews might be plowing through the
night, some planning is in order. Arrange it so those working through the
night are not the same crew that will
be on emergency calls during the day.
Do your best to stagger crews to keep
them alert.
If conditions will be particularly
dangerous, chose your best team and
your best equipment to get the job
done safely, suggests Castellanos. He
tries to prepare each crew mentally for
the conditions they will be facing if
they are headed on the road. "Let them
know about being without water and
electricity and living out of an ice

chest." lie says. "and remind them to
really look out for each other."

Financial risks
It's easy to rack up billable hours
during storms, with emergency rates
and lots of overtime. But don't underestimate the higher costs that are
usually associated with all those invoices. Consider the financial risks
carefully, warns Keith, who is in his
fifth year of storm-chasing. "The
money is good. but if you're not looking at the big picture," says Keith. "it's
a mistake."
He notes that a single accident can
increase premiums or jeopardize you
insurance entirely, not to mention putting your best men on the bench. "In a
second, all that money and more is
gone," explains Keith.
Tresselt starts each day off in the of fice with safety in mind. "Everybody

Professionals Protect their Turf by driving on
ground protection mats

AltUrnaMATSO
KOMAISU

Actual plyvood used for tvio months

AlturnaIMTS...
• Withstand 60 ton loads

• Reuse hundreds of times

•Foe t; tn hnr1Ia

•

- LCA.)y LU IIUIIUIL..

MOLIcLr hrLi

• Less expensive than fiberglass
• Field tested in record heat and cold
• Proven best diamond plate design on both sides
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• Ideal trimming saw
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4344 Shackleford Road, Suite 500 • Norcross. GA 30093
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comes in and assesses the weather. If
we feel the jobs and conditions are unsafe, we'll try to switch them around.
If it's windy, that's hazardous for
climbers." He reschedules jobs on days
that won't get above 20 degrees, since
it risks frostbite.
Once the crew is out, though, it becomes difficult to call off ajob for safety
reasons. When the office is inundated
with phone calls and all crews are on the
road, it's easy to lose supervision of be-

ing on that job. It's all the more important for the crew to be your eyes and ears.
Keith reminds his crew, "You need to tell
us when enough is enough, or you need
backup."
"Most guys will want to stay out,"
says Tresselt, who stresses the importance of sustaining a clear message to
employees: safety comes first and the
crew has full authority to call off ajob.
If they don't think they can establish
a safe working environment, recom-

mends Tresselt, trust their judgement
and give them the option to come in.
"Our job is inherently dangerous
and people want to finish a job. But
when you become inefficient, it becomes a safety risk. Call it a day,"
recommends Tresselt. "There is always tomorrow."
Jacqueline Gately is a freelance
writer. She can be reached by e-mail at
jgately@magwriter.org
1(1

Job Corps Students Help Oklahoma Recover
On Jan. 31, 2002, Enid, Okla.,
experienced a disaster like none
the city had ever seen. A tremendous ice storm damaged more than
95 percent of the city's trees. Like
many other southern cities, Enid
'/
had no emergency plan or budget
,
for coping with such a disaster.
Jim Mitchell, owner of Professional Tree Care, LLC in Enid, and
an ACRT instructor, called on
ACRT's Job Corps facility in
Royal, Ark. A group of advanced
urban forestry students from the ,
center, under the direction of instructor Eric Gansauer, arrived in
Enid April 7 to begin two weeks
.
of pruning and tree rehabilitation.
Shortly afterward, they were
joined by students from Job Corps
centers in Pine Knot, Ken., and
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Scenes like this greeted Job Corps
students when they arrived in Enid.

Lodging was provided by the
community, and the students volunteered their services to work 10-12 hour days. They
used their own climbing gear and tools, except for two
days during which they had the use of a bucket truck, provided by Mitchell.
Working in Enid was a valuable lesson for the students,
according to Gansauer. He notes that Job Corps facilities
are in forest settings, so the students were used to working on tall trees with relatively compact spreads. The city
trees in Enid are much bigger, and those they worked on
were in several different areas of the city - downtown
near the convention center, in the historic Kenwood
14
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Students show how well they are trained as
they prune and repair the storm-damaged
trees.

neighborhood and in the Enid cemetery.
The work experience also gave students
practice in cosmetic pruning. They came
in after the initial cleanup, and shaped the
trees to regrow as close to their natural
form as possible. The city's goal was to
save as many trees as possible.
A happy Becky Cummings, who lives
in Kenwood and is on the Main Street Enid
design board, notes that many of the trees
are 75 years and older. "Without the students, the work wouldn't have been done."
she says. "We would still be looking at
dead limbs and would not have had the new
growth that we enjoyed this spring."
While this was the first time his Job
Corps students have worked after a storm
to restore damaged trees, Gansauer says
they regularly work on city trees in Hot
Springs. Ark., which is the closest city
to the Ouachita facility. Their work provides the city with professional tree care
as a public service, and it provides the
students with the experience of working
in large trees in an urban setting.
ACRT Chairman & CEO Richard
Abbott suggests that when other cities
experience unexpected and unbudgeted
storm damage, they should also consider
calling on Job Corps students to help
with tree restoration. ACRT conducts
urban forestry programs at five centers
in Vermont. Kentucky, Illinois, Oregon
and Arkansas.
The Job Corps provides students, who
are between the ages of 18 and 24, with
room and board, healthcare and basic education leading to a GED. if the student is
not a high school graduate. Job Corps is
for "at risk youth" from families of little
means and who have limited job prospects.
Graduates take entry-level positions with
municipal forestry departments and commercial arborists who benefit from trained
workers from day one.
Municipal arborists s ho s ant to make
contingent emergency plans that include
Job Corps students can contact Lynn
Kindsvatter. ACRT vice president of
training, at 800.847.3541. ext. 211 oi lynnk@acrtinc.com . She can also provide information on opportunities for
hiring Job Corps graduates, and for recommending youth for Job Corps urban
forestry training.
TCI
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Fast! Powerful! Precision Splitting!
Now, a single operator can produce
perfect firewood for those finicky
customers. Our exclusive wedge features
five vertical blades that regulate the width
while the horizontal blade controls the
height. The result? Firewood that is perfect
for bundling. The TW-7 also comes with
our 2-way wedge for maximum splitting
versatility. Every Tintherwoif splitter is
built in the U.S.A. If you're serious about
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Timberwoif.
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Have you ever thought about why you choose to do business with some companies and not others?
You may not have thought much about it. but I suspect
that you'd have no trouble coming up with your own answers to that question. If you're like most of the people
interviewed for this article, your reasons would include such
obvious things as advertising that caught your eye, an
image that suggests quality and reasonable price.
convenient location, stocking the brands or
types of items you prefer, friendly emploYees. and so on.
However, when it comes
to services such as tree
care and landscaping,
the survey revealed an)
other important
reason people choose
one provider over another - a subtle, less
frequently discussed
reason: When we need
a personal service performed, we tend to seek out
people we TRUST. After all, if a homeowner
has a huge tree hanging precariously a few
inches from his roof, he has to put a great deal
of trust in the people who come to his rescue.
And what may appear to be routine tree care
to a professional will seem like more than that
to the person whose property may be enhanced
tit
or compromised by the people who arrive at
his home with chain saws and ladders.
: Because of the intangible and unpredictable nature of services, the element of trust
tends to play a bigger role in our selection of
providers than it might in other types of
transactions. So, how can tree and landscape
professionals go about building an image of
trustworthiness in both themselves and in
their businesses?
As a first step, you may want to remind
yourself that the elements required to build
trust between a buyer and seller are precisely
the same as those that are necessary for building trust between any two individuals.
Unless you've mastered the basics of developing trust in personal relationships. you'll
have a difficult time gaining trust in the professional services that you provide. Consider the characteristics that are present in the people YOU trust.
Likableness. At best, this may sound like a vague term. Still, psychologists agree that
likableness is a critical characteristic in developing trust. Over the centuries, human nature has evolved in a way that makes it almost impossible for us to trust someone we
don't like.
So, it stands to reason, if you want people to trust you and your business, you must
learn to help people to like you.
Among the more important ways to do that is by developing the habit of making good
eye contact when you're talking with another person. Do you know anyone who avoids
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looking you in the eye during conversations? If you do. I'll bet that you don't trust
that person.
Believability. In some ways, the terms
believability and trust are synonymous. If
you have difficulty believing a person. you
aren't likely to trust him. Believability, like
trust itself, must be earned, and there's only
one way to do that.
In any service business, believability
translates into one simple dictum: Never
promise something you can't deliver. Once
you make a promise, it is essential that you
keep that promise.
Of course, you say. A promise is a
promise.
The trouble is that too many service providers don't seem to realize that such
simple statements as. "I'll call you back on
Tuesday," or "We'll be there Friday morning." are promises. Any time you fail to
deliver on these or any other promises,
your believability and your business suffers serious damage.
Willingness to listen. Let's be honest
about this. Very few of us are good listeners by nature. Most people want to do
much more talking than listening. Although we may not be conscious of the
reason, most of us feel comfortable in the
company of that rare person who is a good
listener.
Have you ever found yourself thinking
more about what you want to say next than
what the person who is speaking to you is
saying? If you have that tendency. you are
almost certainly not a good listener.
Learning to listen well is not eas\. It
takes a great deal of self-discipline but.
from a business standpoint, it's well
worth the effort. We tend to trust people
who are willing to take the time to listen
to what we have to say. And we tend to
trust people who seem to make a genui ne effort to iinde rs tan d hat we are
saying.
Sincere interest. In the course of ow'
daily activities, it's easy to fall into a pattern of superficial contacts with friends.
family and customers. If you listen carefully. you'll be able to hear actual
examples, like this exchange that I once
overheard between a business owner and
an employee passing in a hallwa\:
Employee: "Good morning. Mr. Smith.

Looks like We're going to have a nice day."
Boss: "Fine, thank you. And how are
you?"
One of the most effective ways to develop and demonstrate sincere interest in
your employees is to take the time to find
out something about each one, and then
follow through from time to time with
questions that show you care.
Allow customers time to fully express
their thoughts about the job they want you
to do. Even if you plan to offer alternative
solutions, show respect to the customer by
listening to her thoughts about what she
feels needs to be done.
Enthusiasm. I don't know about you.
but I'm not comfortable with people who
never seem to display any sort of emotion. A flat, guarded personality is
difficult to read . . . and difficult to trust.
Since you're never quite sure of that
person's reaction to what you say and do,
it becomes almost impossible to build up
a trusting relationship.
On the other hand, people who aren't
afraid to display genuine enthusiasm over
things that excite them generate an open
image of the type that suggests honesty and
interest.
One of the easiest ways to demonstrate
enthusiasm is to smile. Smiling is easy to

do and it's a proven way to smooth the path
to trust in any relationship.
Follow-up. On both a business and per sonal level, few characteristics are as
capable of building a level of trust as effectively as a reputation for following up.
If you say you'll get information for someone, get it. No matter what, get it. If you
say you'll look into a problem. do it. Any
successful business executive can tell you
that a reputation for poor follow-up will
be a serious, perhaps deadly, impediment
in a business career.
And every one of your employees must
be made to understand the critical importance of following up on promises. A
broken promise is an almost certain path
to customer alienation.
You get the idea. Thousands of additional words could be written on the subject
of building trust, but most of the basic elements are contained in these few
paragraphs.
It's no secret: building a reputation for
trustworthiness is a tough job. But it's a
critical element in professional success.
While it can be very tough to win trust,
it is surprisingly easy to lose. Every time
you stray from the basic principles outlined
here, you chip away at the trust others ha\ e
TCI
in you and in your business.
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lectronic mail has outpaced paper mail (snail mail) ever since
1996. From the inception of
networked computing. e-mail has been
the most used service on networks.
large and small. Today's e-mail technology is used in a wide range of
communications technologies from
news groups to mailing lists.
In today's business world an undeniable trend is emerging. More and
more organizations are relying on
electronic communications for customer interactions and information
delivery. The past three years has seen
companies from software manufacturers to HMO's moving from
telephone-based to Internet-based customer service. More and more
professional and trade associations are
delivering membership publications
exclusively via the Internet. E-mail is
becoming as much a required business
tool as the telephone was in the later
half of the last century.
Having an e-mail address allows existing and potential customers direct
access to your company any time from
anywhere in the world. Much like an
answering machine, a customer can
communicate with a business during
times when the office is closed.
As generation X enters the world of
work, family, and home ownership,
more and more potential customers
18

have grown up not knowing a time
when electronic mail was not a normal
part of life. This clientele as a group
often expect to be able to communicate
with venders at the client's convenience giving the firm with e-mail
access a definite advantage over those
without.
Though recently e-mail marketing
has (in many cases deservedly) received a bad reputation, there are some
very effective and unobtrusive e-mail
marketing strategies. Look for more on
these strategies in future editions of
this column, the NAA E-Newsletter
and on the Members Only portion of
the NAA Web site (www.natlarb.com ).
Getting an e-mail address is a simple
process. Many people all ready have
one or more. In general e-mail addresses fit into one of two categories:
pay for service and free.
When someone signs up with a pay
Internet service provider, such as
AT&T World Net, AOL, Earth Link.
or any one of a myriad of others, some
number of e-mail addresses (usually
between 1 and 5) are included with the
account. Sometimes more can be
added for an additional fee. These payfor-service accounts provide perfectly
usable e-mail functionality. There are
times, however, when a separate account is desirable. This is especially
true if the Internet service account is
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2003

set up for personal or home use. That
is where free e-mail accounts come in.
A free e-mail account is just that: an
e-mail address that does not require a
fee. (In some cases there is a one-time
set up fee and there is often an offer
to add storage space or functionality
for a nominal cost). Granted, there is
no such thing as a free lunch, and these
free accounts usually come with
Internet advertising that may or may
not be user controllable.
There are distinct advantages to using
one of these free accounts. Most free email providers use Web based e-mail,
which is e-mail composed. sent and read
over the World Wide Web. This allows
users to access their e-mail form any where they can get Internet access. Free
Web-based e-mail can often be used to
read mail from other e-mail accounts.
Many free e-mail accounts also come
with other useful tools, such as calendars. full address books and electronic
notepads. Certain providers also offer the
ability to set up e-mail domains (this is
usually fee based) allowing a user to easily set up an e-mail address like
myname@mybusinessname.com .
To use most free e-mail accounts a
person does not even have to have a
personal or business Internet connection. Even owning a computer is
optional. As mentioned above, many
free e-mail accounts are web based and

therefore accessible from public
Internet access stations at public libraries, cyber cafes, airports or
anywhere else World Wide Web access
is available. (For an index of cyber cafes, please see the NAA Web site at
www.natlarb.com , follow the publications links to "As seen in TCI.")
The number of organizations offering free e-mail accounts is too large to
be easily cataloged. As with any other
aspect of the Internet, this list changes
constantly. Listed below are some of
the more popular free e-mail providers, along with the relevant
information on the type of accounts
available at the time this column was
written.

Hot Mail
Hot Mail bills itself as the world's
largest provider of free, Web-based email. Free accounts are limited to 2
megabytes for messages and any attachments. When storage space is
exceeded, Hot Mail reserves the right
to remove messages (including attachments) which cannot then be
recovered. Accounts are available in
English, Spanish, French, German and
several other languages. Because
Hotmail is owned by Microsoft, it is
not surprising that Hot Mail account
will easily integrate with the latest version of Outlook, Microsoft's e-mail
management package. Hotmail users
also have access to two other Web enhancements, Microsoft's instant
messaging program, MSN Messenger,
and the net passport which allows clients to log in one time and have access
to all of their Internet programs associated with the passport.
Attachments received on a Hotmail
account are scanned for potential viruses. If a virus is found, the user is
warned and given the option not to
download the file. The attachment is
not cleaned and users electing to open
such files must rely on there own virus protection programs.

E-mailAccount.com
E-mailaccount.com offers a private

account with a memorable domain
name (e-mailaccount.com ) and an
easy-to-use Web based interface. Stor age space is limited to 6 megabytes
and each message has a size limit. The
Web based interface allows use from
anywhere a user has access to the
World Wide Web.
For a nominal fee ($29.95 per year
at the time of this writing), users can
upgrade to 100 megabytes of storage
with the limits on message size increased to 20 megabytes. The upgrade
also adds the capability of checking email from other accounts and is
compatible with most popular e-mail
reading clients.
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Yahoo Mail
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E-mail services offered by Yahoo
allow up to 4 megabytes of storage
space for messages and attachments.
All e-mail received may be filtered
through a proprietary service called
Spamguard, which is designed to filter out unwanted commercial mail.
Messages and their attachments are
scanned for known viruses at the
user's option.
Yahoo also uses a Web-based interface allowing users to check their
Yahoo mail form anywhere World
Wide Web access is available. Exter nal e-mail (mail on e-mail accounts
outside of Yahoo) may also be checked
through the Yahoo interface.
For Web links to the above sites,
please see the NAA web site
(www.natlarb.com ) and follow publications link to "As seen in TCI."
Having e-mail access can be a great
asset to any company large or small.
E-mail allows fast anytime communication with customers and can add new
dimensions to a company's marketing
plan. Leveraging free and low cost email services available on the Internet
can greatly improve a company's ROl.
Alex Slosman is senior technical Coordinator for the National Arborist
Association. He is available for i n dividual conxultatlon ititIi NA in C/il /nt' r
only.
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NEWS & INFORMATION

New Director of TREE
Fund

Cindy M. Stachowski has been appointed executive director of the TREE
Fund. Stachowski, most recently chief operating officer of the National Tree Trust
in Washington. D.C., brings to the TREE
Fund over 18 years of experience in nonprofit management and arboriculture. "The
TREE Fund's accomplishments are extraordinary. and I look forward to working
with the many dedicated professionals and
volunteers to continue the success and
build on these accomplishments," she said.
Stachowski's background has an emphasis in business management.
fundraising, natural resource management.
and arboriculture. She holds a B.S. in natural resource management from Syracuse
University. She has been a consultant to
numerous nonprofit organizations nation-

wide in organizational management and
fundraising, founded two nonprofits, and
served on several national boards.
"Cindy's background in nonprofit management and arboriculture is a true asset
that will allow us to expand our funding
for projects and programs that advance the
knowledge of arboriculture and have a
positive impact on the arboriculture profession". said Al West, president of the
TREE Fund.
Stachowski joins Development Director
John Geissal, and Administrative Assistant
Leroy Candler.
The TREE Fund's mission is to identify
and fund projects and programs that advance knowledge in the field of
arboriculture and urban forestry to benefit
people, trees and the environment. The
Fund has awarded over 2 million dollars
for research and education to improve the
quality of urban tree care. In February
2002, the International Society of Arboriculture Research Trust (ISART) and the
National Arborist Foundation (NAF)
merged to create the Tree Research & Education Endowment (TREE) Fund. The
International Society of Arboriculture Research Trust was established in 1976 to
fund critical arboriculture research. The
National Arborist Foundation was established in 1985 and was dedicated to
professional development and promulgation of best management practices within
the commercial arborist profession.

Ustian to Lead Navistar
Navistar International Corporation,
the nation's largest producer of trucks
and mid-range diesel engines, announced
that the company's president and chief
operating officer, Daniel C. Ustian, has
been elected chief executive officer.
Ustian will succeed John R. Home, who
will continue to serve as chairman of the
board. "I have worked with Dan for many
years, and he is absolutely the right person to lead us into the future," Home said.
"His track record, including his role in the
growth of our engine business and the development of stronger relationships with
Ford Motor Company and other key customers and partners, convinces me that he
will make the most of the company's many
opportunities."
TCI

Lightning Protection for Trees
Your complete source for lightning protection needs.
IndependeM Protection Co., kic.

Independent Protection Co., Inc.
1607 S. Main St.
Goshen, IN 46526
800-860-8388
Fax; 574-534-3719
info@ipclp.com
www.ipclp.com

• Provide your clients an additional service.
• Limited investment, quick profits.
• Consider golf courses, parks, large estates and historic trees.
• Lightning protection systems for all types of structures.
• Send for a free Tree Kit—A folder containing
information about adding this service.
• Order our video or CD Rom— "The How-to Presentation for
Installing Lightning Protection in Trees" - $ 19.95, Visa or
MasterCard.
Please circle 25 on Reader Service Card
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As a tree care expert, you know the value of experience, knowledge and the right tools. It's the same in the insurance
industry. The Hartford put down roots and began growing almost 200 y ears ago. For y ears, we ' ve been helping
arborists to protect their livelihood with an insurance program designed especially for your industry. Find out why
hundreds of arhorists across the country choose The Hartford to protect their business.

Call your agent today or call The Hartford at 1-800-33-7824. For more information, visit our \\el) site at
www.thehartford.com / arborists.
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Cutting Edge
NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

New CS 2186 Turbo from Jonsered
Jonsered has introduced the new CS 2186 Turbo, a top-of-the-line professional saw for high production cutting. Engine displacement is
84.7cc/5.2 c.i. The new model develops 6.3 hp/4.6 kW at 9,600 rpm, and has a powerhead
weight of 15.6 pounds. Compared to older Jonsered models in this range, the CS 2186
has a more streamlined, narrow body profile and offers a higher power to
weight ratio (.65 kW/kg). Jonsered products are sold through authorized
dealers who provide parts accessories and service For more information and
jam:
—
the dealer nearest you call (toll free) 1-877-693-7729.
. . . ..
t.
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All-Terrain Tree Trimmer

A Compact Aerial Lift From TIME

Jarraff Industries recently introduced a new high-performance
cab for the its All-Terrain Tree Trimmer. The new cab is completely enclosed, providing protection from the elements and
added safety. Full panel, tinted Lexan windows prevent distortion
and provide a clear view of operations. The new cab also comes
with heating and air
conditioning options. The
machine's turntable base
offers a 360-degree
range of motion and a
40-degree lateral tilt.
Available in both
wheeled and rubber
track configurations, it is
completely self-contamed and requires
minimal set up time. A
hydraulically powered,
non-conductive fiberglass boom provides
cutting height up to 75
feet. The boom is shock
_________
resistant and has a 90degree range of motion.
For more information,
contact Jarraff Industries, 1730 Gault St., St. Peter, MN 56082.
Phone: (507) 934-8688, or 1-800-767-7112; Fax: (507) 9348690; Web: www.jarraff.com .

TIME Manufacturing Company recently introduced the new VO40-MHI, a compact, articulated aerial lift with 45 feet of working
height. A relatively inexpensive and fuel efficient 17,500 GVWR
chassis allows for lower acquisition and operating costs. Side-byside booms enable fiberglass basket to store on the floor of body,
improving entry while reducing risk of injury associated with
basket access. Automatic platform leveling is achieved through a
completely enclosed parallelogram system, and a hydraulic
cylinder rotates the platform through
90-degree travel with the rotation
control located at the platform.
The lower boom can articulate
110 degrees from horizontal to 20
degrees past vertical. Articulation
on the upper boom ranges a total
of 240 degrees relative to the
lower boom. Turret rotation is
continuous and unrestricted in
either direction. The unit is also
equipped with a material handling
jib and winch that has a 1,100pound capacity. The pole for this
unit hydraulically telescopes and
articulates 120 degrees. For more
information, Contact TIME
-Manufacturing Co., P0 Box
20368, Waco, TX 76702-0368. Phone: (254) 399-2100; Fax: (254)
399-2650; Web: www.versalift-com.

t
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TG 1000 Tub From Vermeer
Vermeer Manufacturing Company introduces a new generation of tub grinders. Designed for large volume wood and yard waste processing, the improved TG800 and the new TG 1000 now feature the patent-pending duplex
drum rotor system. The duplex drum features 10 hammers that cut 20 radial paths
across the drum for full face coverage. A powerful electronic fuel-injected, twin turbocharged and after cooled Caterpillar 3412E delivers 800 hp (TG800) or 1,000 hp (TG
1,000) into a 2:1 gear reduction transmission. This high efficiency, microprocessor.
controlled transmission enables both tubs to deliver maximum torque with minimum
hammermill wear. Improved hydrostatically driven tub controls increase performance
and allow operators finite control of the output during operation. For more information,
contact Vermeer Manufacturing Company, P0 Box 200, Pella, Iowa 50219-0200.
•
Phone: (641) 628-3141; Fax: (641) 621-7734; Web: www.vermeermfg.com .
.
V
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FCI — Racine Hydraulic Tools
OREGON
E*CQ
FCI–Racine Hydraulic Tools has improved its hydraulic hand and pole
pol~~
_chain saws, offering longer usage and field life. Design enhancements
for the saws feature a high-quality steel sleeved dual spool, which
;;
allows the user to switch easily between open center and closed
center truck systems. The upgraded steel sleeve replaces the old
aluminum style, ensuring extended product life. Both tools also offer
an operator-friendly selector switch, and have been updated with the latest
seal technology. Additionally, as a direct
result of field feedback from customers, a
larger, lightweight assist handle was
Send Cutting Edge News to:
added to the handsaw, providing users
TCI Magazine, 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester NH 03103
with improved balance, comfort and
Ore-mail: Ziminsky@natlarb.com
control. FCI–RACINE chain saws have
gerotor type motors, dual action spools

lw

-

and come in a variety of bar lengths.

Hydraulic saws run at approximately half
the rpm's of gasoline powered saws,
virtually eliminating kickback, while still
providing torque and cutting efficiency. For
additional information contact FCI Customer Service at (877) 255-0935 or on the
Web at www.racinetools.com .
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Monterey Lawn &

ALL

I

ERRAINT TREE

TRIMMER

The Jarraff all terrain tree trimmer provides power, performance
and productivity. The Jarraff requires virtually no set-up time.
And since workers never leave the ground, the Jarraff
adds safety to every job. Save time, money and
manpower with Jarraff.

A

. .

Jarraff Features:

Garden Products
Water sprouts (suckers) are always a
problem for arborists. Sucker Stopper
Concentrate from Monterey Lawn &
Garden Products, which includes a growth

regulator, will keep them down for three
months or longer. Many trees, such as
redwood, pear, olive, crabapple, quaking

• Hydraulics run boom and traction
independently and continuously

1

• 75-foot maximum cutting height
• Simple controls2 four-way joysticks
• 24-inch diameter
saw blade

aspen, and

Russian olive
are prolific
sprout
producers.

Save

yourself a lot
of labor and
time by
slowing

hillf RLAX h,.9

(I

TE
SUCKER ST07
_PQIEI
R
fftr7
C 0 N C E N T;KA

sucker
growth. The
formula is
available in
concentrate
(just add

:...:

'

JAL

water and
spray) or in a
ready-to-use
formulation for small users. For more
information, contact Monterey Lawn and
Garden Products, P0 Box 35000, Fresno,
CA 93745. Phone: (559) 499-2100: Fax:
559-499-2113 or visit
www.montereylawngarden.com
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Events & Seminars

More almanac online!
www.natlarb.com -> news -> industry calendar

Don't miss these upcoming events
January 10-11, 2003
2003 Plant Biology Workshop
Plant Health Care, Inc. Education Center
Frogmore, SC
Contact: Selina Marx at (888) 290-2640 or
phcmarx@direcway.com

January 26-28, 2003
ISA Wisconsin Chapter Annual Meeting
Regency Suites,
Green Bay, WI
Contact: Scott Nelson, (608) 252-7186, fax
(608) 252-1591

February 9-11, 2003
Ohio Chapter ISA Tree Care Conference
and Trade Show
Columbus Marriott North
Columbus, OH
Contact: Ohio Chapter ISA, (216) 381-1740

January 7-8, 2003
Mid-America Ag Show
Dayton Convention Center
Dayton, OH
Contact: (740) 452-4541,
www.MidAmericaAgShow.com

January 28-30, 2003
Greens Industry Professional Seminar
PGMS DC Branch and NVNLA
Annandale, VA
Contact: (703) 250-1368 or
greenisdc © aol.com

February 12, 2003
Stockbridge School Job Fair
Campus Center
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA
Contact: (413) 545-2222,
www.umass.edu/stockbridge

January 11-14, 2003
ISA New York Chapter Annual Conference
Holiday Inn,
Liverpool/Syracuse, NY
Contact: Jeff Rubtchinsky, 1-800-237-1517,
Jeff@certifiedtravel.org or
www.newyorkstatearborists.com

January 30, 2003
Northeastern Pennsylvania Turf School and
Trade Show
The Woodlands Inn and Resort
Wilkes-Barr, PA
Contact: (814) 355-8010, fax: (814) 355-7240
or ptcinfo@paturf.org

January 11-14, 2003
Second Annual NYSA/NYSNLA
Empire State Tree,
Nursery and Landscape Conference
Holiday Inn Syracuse,
Liverpool, NY
Contact: NYSA Office, (518) 783.1800

February 2-4, 2003
38th Annual Shade Tree Symposium
Retail Trade and Equipment Show
Penn-Del Chapter, ISA
Lancaster Host Resort
and Conference Center
Lancaster, PA
Contact: Elizabeth Wertz, (215) 795-0411 or
P0 Box 293, Bedminster, PA 18910

January 14-16, 2003
43rd Virginia Turf and Landscape
Conference and Trade Show
Richmond Marriott
Richmond, VA
Contact: Susan Floyd, (540) 942-8873,
thevtc@cfw.com or David Chalmers,
(540) 231-9738, chalmers@vt.edu

February 4-5, 2003
"University of Tennessee
Grounds Management Short Course"
Knoxville Convention Center
Knoxville, TN
Contact: David Vandergriff, (865) 992-8038

January 14-16, 2003
Eastern Pennsylvania Turf Conference and
Trade Show
Valley Forge Convention Center
King of Prussia, PA
Contact: (814) 355-8010, fax: (814) 355-7240
or ptcinfo@paturf.org

February 4-9, 2003
Winter Management Conference 2003
National Arborist Association
Westin Rio Mar Beach
Rio Grande, Puerto Rico
Contact: Carol Crossland, 1-800-733-2622,
Ext. 106, crossIand@natlarb.com

January 15-17, 2003
Mid-America Horticultural Trade Show (MidAm)
Navy Pier
Chicago, IL
Contact: (847) 526-2010, www.midam.org ,
mail@midam.org

February 5-7, 2003
Midwestern Chapter ISA Annual Conference
Springfield, MO
Contact: Jim Rocca, (636) 386-8733, email:
jr4stree@juno.com or www.ci.springfield.mo.us/
mwisal

January 16-18, 2003
Oklahoma Nursery and Greenhouse
Trade Show and Convention
Tulsa, OK
Contact: Mike Schnelle (405) 744-7361 or
mas@okstate.edu

February 6-8, 2003
New England Grows
Hynes Convention Center
900 Boylston St.
Boston, MA
Contact: (508) 653-3009; fax: (508) 653-4112;
www.neGrows.org ; NEGrows@aol.com

January 22-23, 2003
Mass Tree Wardens
Annual Meeting
Host Hotel & Conference Center
Sturbridge, Mass
Contact: Pat Felix, (781) 894-4759

February 8, 2003
Annual Tree Conference
Long Island Arboricultural Association
Hofstra University
Hempstead, NY
Contact: LIAA office, (516) 454-6550
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February 13, 2003
Woody Plants for Midwest Landscapes: A
New Perspective
School of Chicago Botanic Garden
Glencoe, IL
Contact: Beth Pinargote, 847-835-8278, or
bpinargote@chicagobotanic.org
February 17-18, 2003
Michigan Chapter ISA Annual Meeting
Michigan Forestry and Park Association
Annual Winter Conference
Lansing Holiday Inn
Lansing, Ml
Contact: (517) 482-5530, fax: (517) 482-5536,
e-mail ashby.ann@acd.net or visit http://
forestry. msu.edu/mfpa/index.htm
February 17-19, 2003
Ontario Chapter ISA 54th Annual Conference
Colony Hotel
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Contact: 1-888-463-2316;
www.isaontario.com , info@isaontario.com
Feb. 20-21, 2003
Dr. Alex Shigo
Tree Autopsy & Dissection Lab
Portsmouth, NH
Contact: 1-800-841-2498
Feb. 21-22, 2003
2003 Plant Biology Workshop
Plant Health Care, Inc. Education Center
Frogmore, SC
Contact: Selina Marx at (888) 290-2640 or
phcmarx@direcway.com
February 24-27, 2003
ArborMaster Training, Inc.
Tallahassee, Florida
Climbing Skills & Precision Felling
Contact: 860-429-5028, lnfo@ArborMaster.com
February 25-28, 2003
2003 Arboricultural Consulting Academy
Holiday Inn Capitol Plaza
Sacramento, CA
Contact: 301-947-0483, or www.ascaconsultants.org

February 25-27, 2003
Western Pennsylvania Turf Conference
and Trade Show
Pittsburgh ExpoMart/Radisson Hotel
Monroeville, PA
Contact: (814) 355-8010, fax: (814) 355-7240
or ptcinfo@paturf.org
February 25-28, 2003
2003 Consulting Academy
Holiday Inn Capitol Plaza,
Sacramento, CA
Contact: ASCA, (301)947-0483 or
www.asca-consultants.org
February 25-28, 2003
Turfgrass Producers International
Midwinter Conference and EXPO
Hyatt Regency Hotel,
Birmingham, England
Contact: www.TurfGrassSod.org or
TPI, 1855-A Hicks Road,
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
March 3-5, 2003
The Work Truck Show
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta, GA
Contact: 1-800-441-6832
March 4-7, 2003
ArborMaster Training. Inc.
College Station, Texas
Level I and II Rigging (pre-requisites required)
Contact: 860-429-5028. Info@ArborMaster.com
March 5-6, 2003
Michigan Green Industry Association
Annual Trade Show & Convention
Novi Expo Center
Contact: (248) 646-4992. or
www.landscape.org .

Send information on your event to:
TCI. 3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1, Manchester, NH 03103
E-mail: Ga,i'i,i @natlarb.com

ArborSoftWorx,
ONE AY

SOLUTIONS THAT WORK

Question: Why are so many companies making the switch to
ArborWare by ArborSoftWorx?

ACT
ACRT TreeManager
ADBM
AccPac BPI
Arbor Gold
CLIP
Goidmine
MS Excel
MS Access
OakTree
Peachtree
Propiietary Systems
Q&A
Quad
Quicken
Quickbooks Pro
Real Green Lawn Assistant
SCS-Servlce Pro
Telemagic
& Others

ArborSoftWorx is the only developer that provides:

Answer:

• Superior commercial and municipal arborist software and
hardware systems
• Solid computer software that out performs industry competitors.
There is none more user-friendly, comprehensive, and feature
rich (deeper & wider) on the market at any price
• Superior end-user and system support services
• Synchronize Office & Field PCs/PDAs, Posting to QuickBooks
• Solid computer expertise from reputable, award winning
Computer Software Engineers
• 10 + year track record of proven performance in the industry
Join the Industry's Leading Technology Team.
Why buy your software from anyone else?
Call for References...

1-80049-ARBOR

- Award-Winning Engineers -.
Proudy serving our clients throughout the US. Canada and Europe since 1983

Please circle 13 on Reader Service Card

2003 Isuzu NQR 11-foot Forestry Body

March 7-8, 2003
Missouri Community Forestry Council
10th Annual Conference
Kansas City, MO
Contact: Justine Gartner, (573) 751.4115, Ext.
3116. gartnj@mail.conservation.state.mo.us
March 11-13, 2003
NADF 10th Annual Trees & Utilities National
Conference
Arbor Day Farm.
Lied Conference Center,
Nebraska City, NE
Contact: NADF, (402) 474.5655.
conferences @ arborday.org
March 14-15, 2003
2003 Plant Biology Workshop
Plant Health Care, Inc. Education Center
Frogmore, SC
Contact: Selina Marx at (888) 290-2640 or
phcmarx@direcway.com
March 22-25, 2003
ISA Southern Chapter
61st Annual Conference & Trade Show
Grove Park Inn
Ashville, NC
Contact: (336) 789-4747
March 25, 2003
New Hampshire Arborists Association
Annual Spring Meeting
The Sugar Shack,
Barrington, NH
Contact: Mary K. Reynolds, President, NH
Arborists Association, (603) 271-2214, Ext. 307

"Jumbo Toolbox," Diesel Engine, Automatic &
Air Conditioning, Removable Roof Sections

$43,890

5ciiono.vr
Truck & Body Equipment co.
885 Ha,n,00 Ave. P0 Box 23322

8 Used Trucks
in Stock
Starting at

Columbus Ohio 43223

Call Mike Cassidy at 1-800-288-0992
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Update on OSHA Recordkeeping

T

he Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA)
is delaying the effective date of two
important recordkeeping provisions of the
Occupational Injury and Illness Recording
and Reporting Requirements rule, published Jan. 19, 2001.
The first delayed provision defines
"musculoskeletal disorder (MSD)" and
requires employers to check the MSD column on the OSHA Log if an employee
experiences a work-related MSD. The second provision requires employers to enter
a check in the hearing loss column of the
OSHA 300 Log for cases involving occupational hearing loss. OSHA delayed the
effective date from Jan. 1 this year until
January 1, 2004.
OSHA explained that it was reconsidering the requirement in 29 CFR 1904.12
that employers check the MSD column on
the OSHA Log for a case involving a musculoskeletal disorder. This action was
taken in light of the Secretary of Labor's
decision one year ago to develop a com-

prehensive plan to address ergonomic hazards in lieu of further regulation.
OSHA concluded that delaying the ef fective date was appropriate because the
secretary was considering a related definitional question in the context of the
comprehensive ergonomics plan. The
agency felt it would be premature to implement the rule before considering the views
of business, labor and the public health
community on the problem of ergonomic
hazards.
In announcing the ergonomics plan.
OSHA found that no single definition of
"ergonomic injury" was appropriate for all
contexts, noting that, as OSHA develops
guidance material for specific industries,
the agency may narrow the definition as
appropriate to address the specific workplace hazards covered.
OSHA has stressed that the delay in the
implementation of the Recordkeeping rule
will have no effect on the department's
enforcement of the general duty clause. In
other words, the recordkeeping issue does

Recordkeeping reminder
Simpler, easier-to-follow requirements for tracking workplace injuries
and illnesses are now in force for 1.4 million employers covered by
OSHA's new recordkeeping rule. If your firm employs more than 10 fulltime workers, then this rule applies.
New recordkeeping forms, training materials, fact sheets and other assistance are available on OSHA's Web site at www.osha-slc.gov/
recordkeeping/index.html to help employers make the transition to the
new system. The OSHA Web site also includes frequently asked questions as well as a listing of recordkeeping coordinators and local OSHA
offices if employers have further questions or need more information.
Throughout 2002, workplace illnesses and injuries should have been
recorded on the new OSHA Form 300. Beginning in 2003, the annual
summary, Form 300A, is to be posted from February through April.
Additionally, a supplementary record must be filled out within six working
days of the report of a recordable illness/injury. Formerly, the form used for
this was the OSHA 101 Form. The new form is OSHA Form 301.
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not affect an employer's obligation to keep
the workplace, "...free from recognized
hazards that are likely to cause serious
physical harm."
OSHA is informing employers that, instead of checking the column on the 300
Log for musculoskeletal disorders (since
this column has been removed from the
log), the employer is to check the column
for "injury" or "all other illness." depending on the circumstances of the case.

Hearing loss
OSHA has decided to retain the hearing
loss column on the 300 Form, claiming that
it will improve the nation's statistical information on occupational hearing loss,
facilitate analysis of hearing loss data at
individual workplaces, and improve the
agency's ability to assess this common
occupational disorder.
One of the major functions of OS HA's
Recording/Reporting rule is to produce
national statistics for occupational injury
and illness.
The current data published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics for injuries and
illnesses occurring in year 2000 reveal that
the category entitled, "Disorders of the ear,
mastoid process, hearing" provided estimates of 316 cases, and the subcategory
of "deafness, hearing loss" provided estimates of 146 cases. However, the BLS
statistics only reflect injuries and illnesses
that result in days away from work. Workers commonly suffer hearing loss and
never require a day away from work, so
the BLS estimates represent only a fraction of the total hearing loss experienced
by U.S. workers.
By providing a separate 300 Log column
for this disorder, the employer will be obligated to summarize data on hearing loss,
which will in turn be captured by the BLS.
Peter Gerstenberger is vice president
of business management, safety and education for the National Ar/wrist
Association.
TO

HELPING CREWS WORK

SAFER & SMARTER
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Is the Next Generation
of Lifts From Europe?
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By Lenny Polonski
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Every once in a while a great new tool comes along that makes you wonder how
you gotalong without it for so long. The last tool that I bought that impressed me so
much - and made me wonder what took me so long - was a gasoline-powered power
pruner.
Mobile work elevating platforms, also known as spider lifts are moving across the
Atlantic. Get used to the name; by the time you finish
reading this article you will probably want to add one F\ \
to your big gun arsenal. For those of us who do private
.\! \
and commercial tree care (and no line clearing), this is
going to be the best invention since the truck-mounted
aerial bucket first came into use in the 1960s.
...
Mobile work elevating platforms were invented in
the l97Osbya Danish company called Falck-Schmidt.
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the mid-1980s, with rising de
!.and for this type of unique
LJuipment in Europe, many manucturers entered the field.
mpetition is always good as it
urs innovation.
Spider lifts get their name from
iheir unusually oversized
outriggers. Unfold it, set up the ma-

chine, and it resembles a spider.
What makes these lifts unique is that they can be operated from
the
back of a truck like an ordinary lift or, release the load binders.
I
•
•,:
.
,
set
the
outriggers down, and it can load/unload itself from a flatbed
:: '
' .
p-. . •'
truck. You could also simply tow it to your work site on a heavy
skidsteer style trailer, unload it and drive the unit around
'l
•
I•lI '
ik&
•
Some makes allow you to unpin the basket, attach a winch and
Tree removal with a 100-foot spider lift.
convert it to a telescopic crane (around a 1,100 pound load limit)
that you can use to remove branches or load brush into your chipper.
While these units will not take the place of a big crane, they will fill the need on small projects you
wind up roping piecemeal.
With a width of 3 to5 feet, short footprint, and retractable telescopic booms, you can get these
units into very tight spots. These lifts are able to set up on slopes of as much as a 40 percent grade.
Ever wish you could "shrink your booms" to maneuver in tight spaces around branches, then telescope yourself into a tree?
While you have seen self-propelled aerial work platforms before in construction sites, those lifts
are
very heavy and are really geared to work on level sites with lots of room. The obstacles we
Editor's Note:
usually
work with are far more difficult and challenging to reach, as is set up.
Most of the picMobile
work elevating platforms come in wheeled or tracked versions. For our industry the tracked
tures of mobile
version
is
more suitable. With tracks, this lift is able to climb steep grades - even steps - with ease.
work elevating
The
wheeled
versions tend to be narrower. A 100 foot unit can fit through a standard-sized office or
platforms in this
store
entrance.
article were taken
The market is dominated by companies you probably don't know: Falck-Schmidt, Teupen,
in Europe. They
Ruthmann,
Palazzani, Cela, Italmec, Niftylift, and Oil & Steel. Two Scandinavian companies, Scanlift
do not reflect
and
Dino
Lift,
offer self-propelled, all-wheel-drive, all-wheel-steer aerial work units suitable for our
U.S. standards for
industry.
They
have unique advantages, but lack the outrigger rotation flexibility of true spider lifts.
tree work aloft,
U"-
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are not truly insulated unless there is a
bucket liner inside and everything is
sueaky clean.

Principle of operation
Mobile work elevating platforms come
in sizes from 36 to 181 foot working
height. They all have a caterpillar drive or
hydraulic-wheeled superstructure on the
bottom, and a shear ball turntable similar
to your current bucket truck - but with telescopic booms much like a crane. Some of
the more expensive ones have a rotating
jib, with a one- or two-man platform. All
manufacturers offer a left and right rotating platform. Units are hydraulically
driven, use a 220-volt electric generator,
work off of batteries, or can be plugged
into a 220-330 volt electrical system for
indoor use.
You can purchase a fiberglass bucket
that is good up to 1.000 volts. While 1,000
volts is nowhere near what is necessary for
work near energized lines, 85 percent of
our private tree work isn't near lines anyway. For the other 15 percent that is truly
hazardous, bring your insulated truck.
While we are on the subject of safety. I
would like to emphasize that electrical
hazards training is a must for anyone per forming tree work. Seminars like the
NAA's Electrical Hazards Awareness Pro-

I1 4

European safety
standards

MPf'1i

Lu

European equipment standards were
unified under a single system. called CE
mark, a number of years ago. The Germans
have a standard called TUV, a system still
in use, but the CE mark applies to everyone. These standards are higher than our
vague ANSI A92.2 standard. The CE mark
system will likely be a standard for us in
the future as many American manufacturers already build equipment to comply with
the unified European standards.
Platforms are rated for one or two
people, with a maximum load of 440
pounds. Generally, the maximum outreach
envelope with fora 100-foot unit (with one
person) is somewhere between 43 and 59
feet side reach at an impressive 76 feet of
height.
The lifts all have an intelligent triple
safety system that constantly measures the
angle of the boom, outreach and loads.

Loading and unloading these lifts is fast
and easy.

gram (E.H.A.P.) are invaluable. Knowing
the dangers - whether your crews work
near lines regularly or not - is an inexpensive investment in safety. Insulated units
give us a false sense of security, since they
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Loading logs is made quick and
easy with the Log Mauler
:

VteIlt_PewIj,1 0 .
It is no longer a back breaking job to split
a truckload of firewood. Chuck Smith's
Log Mauler is equipped with a 4"
bore cylinder, 2 1/2" rod and has a
33" stroke. The Log Mauler will
handle any size diameter log
with ease. The operator never
has to leave the controls of his
machine.

Chuck Smith's Log Mauler Inc.
46368 V and 0 Road
East Liverpool, OH 43920-3869

it11.A

After 30 years in the tree business, we
have found Chuck Smith's Log Mauler
to be one of the fastest, most efficient land clearing tools
on the market today.
The Log Mauler is made here in
Ohio, using quality U.S. manufactured steel. With a tough
baked on powder coat finish, this
machine is built to last!

M DE IN THE USA WITH US
.4

lop I I noull

For More Information,
Please Call: 330-382-0199
Website: www.logmauler.com

lIca,e circle 12 on Reader Scr\ cc Curd
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Sensors
on
the
is a rather large Sauer
outriggers measure the
Danfoss electric hydrauweight distribution on
lic valve, which is
the outriggers, and hyextremely reliable and
draulic sensors measure
also incredibly smooth.
pressure. If too little
Electric hydraulic techpressure is sensed on an
nology is here to stay,
outrigger, the managewith some European
ment system stops
manufacturers already
motion in the wrong diusing a single ¼-inch to
rection. The operator
½-inch fiber optic cable
can retract but can't get
to take the place of that
into more trouble. This
bundle of hydraulic
is a smart safety system
hoses that goes to your
that constantly polices
bucket.
The Niftylift platform at work.
nearly everything. Other
Engines vary from
well-known Kubotas,
than doing stupid things
- like setting up in soft
Hatz and Lombardini
(Briggs and Stratton) and Caterpillar for
soil with no outrigger pads, deliberately
bypassing safety systems or overloading
diesel engines to Kohler or Honda for gasoline engines.
the basket with large logs - you can't go
Since these types of lifts are rare in the
wrong.
United States, I e-mailed a few tree serSome systems are more sophisticated
vices in Germany for information. They
than others, with a greater margin of safety.
reported their opinion that the 30 meter unit
Some engineer is bound to give me flak
(around 100 feet) is the best all-around mafor not properly describing their more sochine. It can reach great heights and has
phisticated safety system in their terms, but
excellent side reach, yet it is compact and
you understand the basic idea.
can work in very tight areas. The cost difference between a 72 foot working height
and a 100 foot working height is not that
Many manufacturers share the same
great, and freight cost is the same, so it
components. The heart of these machines
makes more sense to spend just a little

Components

more and reach more limbs.
This new technology does not come by
cheap. If you really want all the bells and
the whistles, expect to pay for them. For a
German or Danish machine with a 100 foot
reach, be prepared to spend around
$150,000. The Italian-built machines run
around $100,000.
Out of curiosity and interest, I went to
the Apex 2002 aerial work platform trade
show in Maastricht, Holland in September
2002. To get a second perspective, I took
my foreman, Scott Akroyd. The Apex exposition brings most of the world's aerial
equipment manufacturers out to show their
new wares. There were many ingenious
truck-mounted telescopic lifts on display,
including the second largest (280 feet)
aerial bucket truck in the world. I saw a
few of machines up close, and spoke with
the manufacturers about their capabilities.
These new lifts - with their extraordinary reach and ease of access, advanced
electronics, pushbutton proportional hydraulic systems, joysticks and remote
controls - are going to make our work a
lot of fun. This might just be the ticket to
attract the next generation of arborists.
They are the next best thing to a live video
game.
Lenny Polonski is the owner of Polonski
Tree Service in Reading, Mass.
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Overview of manufacturers
Falck-Schmidt
Since Falck-Schmidt invented these machines, we'll start with
them. Falck-Schmidt builds an extraordinary machine. Their
booms are the only ones that are octagonal for additional strength.
FalckSchmidt is the only manufacturer to offer a double articulating jib with a 23 foot reach. Other features include battery power,
pushbutton automatic leveling system, and adjustable track system. (You can adjust one track high and one low for safer side hill
travel.)
Falck-Schmidt builds machines from 46-foot working height
to an incredible 181.50 foot working height. They are currently
being sold in the United States under the brand name of Reach
Master. You can reach them on the Internet at www.falckschmidt.com
Pros: High-quality unit, double extendible jib, automatic leveling system, adjustable track, currently sold in the United States.
Cons: Very expensive, lacks 360-degree continuous rotation.
Teupen
Before the trade show in Maastricht, Holland, I took a detour
from Amsterdam and drove to the Teupen factory in Gronau,
Germany. For some reason that I don't quite understand, Teupen
30

has an exclusive on the name "Spider lift." Teupen builds other
types of lifts and equipment, somewhat diversifying their line.
We took the factory tour and had a serious demonstration of
their 30-meter machine. While I talked to the salesman, my foreman, Scott Akroyd, took a ride with "Fearless Ben," who does
their demonstrations. His first time up in one of these large machines, it turned out to be a scary ride, made worse by the fact
that no safety harness was offered. This did not go over well with
Scott, since we are so safety minded at my company.
Teupen has taken a different approach from other manufactur ers. They build their machine as light as possible. The telescoping
booms are all high-strength aluminiun. This is great for indoor
use, as these machines are less likely to damage floors. However,
I question this strategy for our industry. No matter how heavy or
light the machine, a tracked vehicle making a 360-degree turn is
likely to tear up Mrs. Smith's lawn anyway. Teupen also builds
telescopic truck-mounted aerial work platforms.
Teupen can be reached at: www.info@teupen.de . Ask for Barbara Zeyen.
Pros: This is a top-notch, extremely well-built machine. Ad-
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justable tracks are a very nice touch.
Cons: German tree companies complained that due to its light weight it sways
too much in the wind. Lacks 360-degree
continuous rotation. Question the ruggedness of aluminum for our industry.
Expensive.
Ruthrnann
Ruthmann is the darling of German tree
companies. Everyone told me it was the
only machine to purchase no matter what
the cost. They are very ruggedly built with
high tensile steel and have a small jib.
Since I did not get a hands-on look on their
machines. I can't comment too much on
my own. Ruthmann also builds very large
truck-mounted aerial work platforms up to
330 feet.
Ruthmann's
site
address
is:
info@ruthrnann.de
Pros: Must be a great machines since the
German tree companies like it so much.
Cons: Lacks 360-degree continuous rotation. Expensive.
The Italian-built machines don't command quite as much respect in their
engineering as the Germans. I feel they are
just as good. This is not rocket science. We
are only talking about an aerial work platform. To me. the Italians are a little more
in touch with costs.
Palazzani
Unlike other manufacturers. Palazzani
only makes Spider lifts, which range from
56-foot working height to a 148-foot reach
machine. These are very rugged and wellbuilt machines with the same Sauer
Danfoss proportional electro-hydraulic
system. Palazzani also offers adjustable
outriggers, meaning that not only can you
rotate the outrigger, but you can also individually change the angle of the "elbow"
in case you are in a tight spot. This is one
of the only two manufacturers that offer
360-degree continuous rotation as a standard feature. A small winch can also be
purchased. making it a small but usable
cranewith a load limit of 1,100 pounds.
Palazzani's Internet site is
info@palazzani.it This site works very
well and has lots of pictures.
Pros: Good quality machine at a moderate price. A 360-degree
continuous-rotation winch availability.
Cons: The Germans don't like it. Lacks
the refinements that the German and Danish machines have.
Cella
I almost did not pay attention to Cela
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because their Internet site is slow aiicl piactically non-functional. However, at in the
Apex trade show I was very impressed by
the ruggedness of this machine - the heaviest in the 30 meter class. It tips the scales
at approximately 15,500 pounds. This is
the kind of machine that gives you that
warm and fuzzy feeling that it is not going
anywhere once it is set up. Cela offers four
models, ranging from 79 to 118 feet. Cela
also builds truck mounted aerial work platforms
Pros: Well built and rugged unit. Good
components.
Cons: Most expensive of the Italian
made machines. Has a 700-degree, confusing, inexplicable, non-continuous rotation.
Italmec
Italmec builds spider lifts and very large
aerial work platforms used by fire departments. Italmec struck me as an entry-level
equipment builder. Their lifts lacked many
of the refinements that other manufactur ers offered, but nonetheless feature the
same safety systems . They did have 360degree continuous rotation and also offered
a neat permanent boom-mounted hydraulic winch, in essence turning their lift into
a small crane.
Italmec site is info@italmec.it
Pros: Low price. 360-degree continuous
rotation, boom-mounted winch.
Cons: Lower quality unit, lots of exposed wiring, lacks the many refinements
that even the other Italian units offer.
Oil & Steel
Oil & Steel takes a different approach.
Rather than offering a straight telescopic
boom, it has a parallelogram elevator system on the bottom which elevates the
telescopic unit to about 30 feet above
ground, which is roughly the top of a telephone pole. This is a great advantage if you
want to reach over an obstacle prior to telescoping out. Lacking a 360-degree
continuous rotation, however, hurts the
unit. Oil & Steel's biggest unit only reaches
to 89-foot working height
Pros: parallelogram unit, places your
telescopic unit 30 feet
Cons: no 360-degree continuous rotation. Doesn't look very beefy.
Dino 205RXT
Dino lift is manufactured by a Finnish
company, which also makes lots of Forestry equipment. The Dino lift and Scanlift
both use the same type of drive system.
Instead of tracks it uses all wheel drive and
all-wheel steer. I like the crab feature, a
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2003

very good system if you don I want to tear
up Mrs. Smith's lawn as you make a turn.
It is wider than the spider lifts and the
wheelbase is longer. However with allwheel steer that might not be as big a
problem. With a parallelogram lift on the
bottom, it lifts you up high prior to telescoping, giving you the advantage of being
able to reach over obstacles.
You are also able to drive the unit from
the basket.
Dino lift is currently available in the US.
You can reach their internet site at
www.dinolift.com
Pros: Great drive and steering system,
Parallelogram brings you up to 20 feet
prior to telescoping out. Can be driven
from basket. Innovative leveling system
Cons: Lacks 360 rotation. Limited reach
maximum working height is only 67 feet.
Limited slope workability. L.E.D. Leveling system washed out in the sun.
Scanlift
Similar to its Finnish cousin above,
Scanlift is very similar, but it is by far a
more basic machine. Its booms telescope
only, as opposed to having a parallelogram. It strictly hydraulic controls. It is
only good for 60 ft working height, but
it may be just the ticket for getting in
some tight quarters. Again, this unit can
be driven from the basket and it has the
same three steering modes. This is a very
basic, no frills machine, that one might
not be afraid to take into really rough
situations.
Pros: Entry-level pricing. Rugged and
basic unit. Strong propulsion and steering
system. 360-degree continuous rotation.
Cons: Lacks the refinements of other
lifts. Limited reach.
Niftylift
Niftylift manufactures a complete range
of trailer-mounted aerial lifts from 24-foot
platform height to a new unit at 64-foot
platform height. They also have two new
models "track mounted" at 24-foot and 34foot platform height. All units have
500-pound platform capacity. Niftylift is
a leading manufacturer of trailer-mounted
units, with eight different models in
theirproduct range.
You can reach them on the Internet at
www.niftylift.com
Pros: They have reps covering all 50
states and service and parts support based
in Chicago. Ill.
Cons: Limited reach. The largest only
reaches a 64-foot platform height. and
most models are smaller.
TCI
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Robert Phillips, owner of Pacific Slope
Tree Co-op., Inc., discusses new
ascenders and climbing systems at a
Student Career Days SSA workshop.
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• (L-R) Demonstrators Mark Adams. Adams Arbor
Care, and Mark Chisholm, Aspen Tree Expert
Co.. Inc.. offer their insights into safe crane use.
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"Its a great blend of old and new contacts. There
are certain people that I go to WMC to see because
that's the only time I get to see them, but each year
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Oak Wilt: War in the Trenches
By Lana Robinson
Arborists are finding
and shares headquarters with
themselves engaged in
Rainbow Treecare Scientific
trench warfare, literally, in
Advancements, the marketthe fight against oak wilt. A
ing arm for the chemical
devastating disease responcompany.
sible for the deaths of trees
Rainbow Treecare has a
in the eastern half of the
Ion(, track record in the treatUnited States from Minnement of Dutch elm disease
sota south to Texas, eastward
and oak wilt in Minnesota,
to South Carolina, and north
which is home to four basic
to Pennsylvania, oak wilt intypes of susceptible trees:
vades and disables the
white oak, bur oak, red oak,
vascular system in suscepand northern pin oak. Olson
tible trees, causing weakness
relies on Alamo
and death. Dubbed "the new
(propiconazole), an effective
Dutch elm disease," actherapeutic and preventive
Live oak killed by oak wilt. Photo c ourtesy William M. Ciesla, Forcepted treatment calls for
injectable treatment for oak
est Health Management lnternatio nal/www.ipmimages.org .
trenching to cut root grafts
wilt in the white oak family.
from infected oaks to adjaHe says the natural resistance
cent oaks, used in combination with fungicides.
of white oaks to the pathogen coupled with the fungicidal propCaused by the fungus Ceratocvstisfagacearurn, oak wilt is a
erties of Alamo appears to be a potent combination to keep oak
native disease not found outside the United States. Oak wilt
wilt suppressed.
devastates live oaks and members of the red oak family, in"In the white oak and bur oak, we will treat a diseased tree
cluding Spanish oak, Shumard oak, water oak, blackjack oak,
even if we see a lot of infection - even 25 percent - and save a
pin oak, and others. On average, oak wilt will move at a rate of
lot of those trees," Olson explains. "Then we'll treat adjacent
75 to 100 feet per year. In urban areas with numerous living
bur oaks or white oaks to assure that we're not getting root graft
oaks, the disease can move from one house lot to another each
infection. We treat the infected tree therapeutically and the adyear.
jacent trees preventively."
According to Robert Rouse, staff arborist for the National
Macro-infusion should only be used as a preventive treatment
for trees in the red oak family. If a red oak is already showing
Arborist Association (NAA), oak wilt kills red and white oaks
differently.
symptoms of oak wilt, therapeutic treatment will not save the
"In red oaks the disease can wilt and even kill the tree in a
tree. Red oaks that should be treated are those that are not showmatter of weeks," explains Rouse. "The leaves die from the tip
ing symptoms of oak wilt but are within root graft distance to a
diseased tree.
to the base, and the whole tree dies back from the top to the
ground. In white oaks the disease works slowly. An infected
"When a red oak gets oak wilt, it's beyond treatment," says
Olson. 'in those instances, we turn our attention to other red
white oak can live for years. The disease kills branches one at
a time."
oaks adjacent to the infected tree as a preventative. We recomInfected live oaks usually die in three months to a year. Apmend removal after treatments or trenching is done. Removal
is definitely a part of sanitation with red oaks. They sporulate,
proximately 10 percent of the live oak population may survive
so we want to remove that specimen
for many years in various states of
decline and never fully recover. In
and get rid of its ability to continue
live oaks, a condition called veinal
spreading infection from that site."
necrosis, characterized by yellow or
The treatment does not appear to
brown veins on a green leaf, develstop the disease from entering the
ops. Sometimes, leaves exhibit the
root system of the tree, but it does
prevent symptom expression in the
reverse, or interveinal chiorosis. In
other instances, the tips of leaves
canopy.
"We're [treating trees] where
may turn brown (tip burn). Out of
there is an immediate threat of root
season color change is a good indigraft infection," Olson relates. "I'm
cator that a red oak may have oak
not going onto my client's property
wilt.
and treating every year. We need to
Al Olson is a consulting arborist
treat adjacent trees. Once the threat
for Rainbow Treecare in St. Louis
Oak wilt leaf symptoms. Photo courtesy Ronald F.
is passed [after a year without furPark, Minn., a suburb of MinneapoBillings, Texas Forest Service/www.ipmimages.org .
ther incidence], it isn't necessary. We
lis. Rainbow Treecare, a full service
keep a close watch on it."
tree company, was founded in 1986
TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2003

Current research suggests treating trees
in two consecutive years may give the best
results. If the disease persists in the area
and treated trees are still considered at risk,
subsequent treatments should be considered.
Minneapolis is encircled by "rings" of
suburbs. The inner ring is 50 to 60 years
old: the second ring is comprised of homes
that are about 30 years old; and the outer
ring is where oak wilt occurs most often.
"As soon as you start introducing construction and human activity in a wooded
section, with people pruning at the wrong
time, you start seeing oak wilt," Olson suggests.
The aboveground spread of oak wilt
from sap-feeding beetles is a critical factor in the establishment of new disease
centers. Beetles can carry the deadly fungus to fresh wounds. Wounds can be a
trunk scar (from a bulldozer, lawnmower
or weedeater), or a torn root. Timing more
than technique, however, is essential to
avoid outbreaks.
"In the urban landscape, we mostly see
overland infections," cautions Olson. "The
oak is being pruned at the wrong time of
year. We take the very paranoid route. We
don't like to start pruning until late fall, in
real cold weather. We don't want to risk
it. We think it's almost a six- month season when you shouldn't prune. We
dedicate our winters to pruning oak trees.
We like to get the job done before the end
of March." he says.
A lot of people are now opting to plant
non-oak species or a different oak variety,
such as the swamp white oak, which is less
susceptible to oak wilt.
"It's a pretty popular urban oak tree,"
confirms Olson. "I see it along a lot of
boulevards, and cities are planting them in
parks. We're not in the tree planting business, but in my opinion the risk of oak wilt
is not a good reason not to plant oaks. It',
a good reason not to prune in the wrong
time of year," he emphasizes.
Sterilization of pruning instruments is
another wise precaution practiced by most
arborists familiar with oak wilt.
"As a rule, if I'm cutting and sampling
for a field analysis, I sterilize my own
equipment. I may go somewhere in an hour
and make another cut with the same pruner.
The arborists we have consulting here, and
our sales staff, are equipped with bottles
of alcohol," says Olson. "I don't think ster ilizing chain saws is necessary. I'm of the
school that the chain saw is a grimy piece
of equipment. It has bar oil running

Trenching for severing root grafts (right) between
infected and uninfected trees. Photo courtesy
Ronald F. Billings, Texas Forest Service/
www.ipmimages.org .

through it constantly. I doubt active spore
material would be able to survive in that
environment. Someone using a pole pruner
should probably disinfect after removal or
sampling of a diseased tree. I'd rather err
on the side of being cautious and be wrong
than the other way around."
Sprayable Lysol is an effective and convenient sanitizing agent to prevent the
transfer of fungus between trees.
Trenching, performed by a five-foot vibratory plow or a supersonic air tool, stops
the spread of fungus spores from tree to
tree via the roots. Most experts agree that
this step is crucial to containment, because
even a dead tree can spread the fungus
spores for years through its root system.
"The fungus will survive in roots for one
to three years - even in a dead tree," con-
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firms Jenny Juzwik. the Forest Diseases Project Leader at the North
Central Forest Experiment Station
in St. Paul. Minn. "We recommend proper
removal of dead trees, which can mean
leaving it for a few years unless zoning
laws don't allow that. Some people then
treat the stump with chemicals to make it
dry up faster and stop the spores."
But utilities and other obstacles thwart
the use of the large equipment required for
trenching, making it impractical in the
Twin Cities.
"Trenching is so rarely an option for us,"
insists Olson. "we look at fungicides. Still.
we don't recommend it as a replacement
for trenching, but in addition to trenching.
Again, our goal is to prevent the spread."
Gary W. Moorman, professor of Plant
Pathology for Cooperative Extension,
Pennsylvania State University, offers this
alternative to trenching: Mix 1 part Vapam
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(sodium methyl dithiocarbamate) to 4 parts water
and pour it into 2 inch-diameter holes drilled in a
line midway between oaks
that are within 50 feet of
the infected oak, to a depth
of 2 feet.
"The holes, 6 to 8 inches
apart, should be plugged
with sod to seal in the fu- An example of trenching to prevent oak wilt spread
migant," explains through root grafts. Photo courtesy Ronald F. Billings,
Texas Forest Service/www.ipmimages.org .
Moorman. "This is best
done when the soil temperature is at least 50 degrees."
Williams spaces injections every 8
Another
triazole
fungicide,
inches around the base of he tree, above
ground. Each unit is pressurized and emptebuconazole, is the most recent chemical
ties at each treated location, regardless of
registered for use against oak wilt. Mauget
whether it is placed in non-healthy areas
has a micro-injection product containing
this fungicide. Don Williams, arborist/
of tree, where the sap flow is restricted and
slowed. Each unit will empty only at the
owner of Waco-based Big Country Tree
trunk area installed and the diseased areas
Experts and author of two books, The Silent Cry and The Fall of the Mighty Oak,
of tree will receive the same amount of
treatment as the healthy areas. It may take
has witnessed the devastating effects of oak
wilt in Central Texas - one of the hardest
a few hours longer for the units to empty
at the diseased areas, which have a slower
hit regions in the U.S. - for more than a
sap flow. The entire tree will be treated.
decade. Williams suggests periods of prolonged drought, which are common in
Because oak wilt is spread by differing
methods, Williams is not a proponent of
Texas, and nutrient deficiencies are a "pretrenching. "Trenching will never stop or
cursor" to oak wilt. Years of drought. he
slow down the spread of oak wilt in live
says, kill the feeder roots and trees start to
oak trees," he insists.
die, bringing about conditions conducive
Williams relates that Mauget had effecto oak wilt.
tive oak wilt suppression programs in place
"Treating for oak wilt when the roots
as early as 15 years ago. "They used
are damaged from continuous years of
Fungisol (a broad spectrum triazole condrought, without treating with a good
taining Debacarb) and a Stemix growth
growth stimulant, will cause the oak wilt
stimulant injection. This was highly suctreatment to be less effective or non-efcessful when both treatments were
fective. It will be a wasteful expenditure
combined together as one treatment. It
of customer money," argues Williams.
should be noted that using Fungisol alone
"We always use Tebuject, Mauget's oak
was not as successful," says Williams.
wilt treatment, and a growth stimulant to
Williams recommends retreating trees
improve the drought-damaged root syson an annual basis, explaining that it takes
tem that usually brought on the oak wilt
about three years for a tree to recuperate
in the first place. Without a growth
under perfect conditions. "All tree injecstimulant, the tree will continue to die
tion applicators will have some trees die
from the drought-related root damage."
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Foliage in early stages of wilt by
oak wilt disease. Photo courtesy
William M. Ciesla, Forest Health
Management International/
www.ipmimages.org .
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Dutch Elm Disease
7
Anthracnose
Oak Decline
Nectria Canker
Phomopsis Canker
Leptographium Canker
Dothiorella
Vermicularia Dieback
Palm Bud Rot
Philalophora
Botryosphaeria Branch Canker
Verticicladiella
Pestalotia
Melanconium Dieback
Diplodia Tip Blight
Ceratocystis Dieback
Kabitina Branch Canker
Atropellis
Thielaviopsis Decline
Coryneum Canker
a
Ceratocystis Canker
Coryneum Blight
Cedar Branch Canker
Fusarium Monilforme
Pine Pitch Canker
Physalospora (Bleeding Canker)
Hawthorn Leaf Spot
Crabapple Scab
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JGET'S two unique COMBINATION products
IIISOL & ABASOL combine MAUGET'S time proven
fungicide, FUNGISOL with either of those long
lasting insecticides, IMICIDE or ABACIDE in
the same Micro-Injection unit. Controlling 31
destructive tree diseases & many darnijiJ
insects with just 1 Micro-Injection
treatment saving both TIME & EX

n

,

800-TREES Rx
7
877-TREE HLP
(877-873-3457)
(Toll free technical support Line)
Please circle 30 on Reader Service Card

after treatment. Some trees are just beyond
saving at the time of treatment. However,
some of the treated trees in the yard will
survive. You can also lose some of the otherwise survivable, treated trees, if they
aren't watered during hot and dry summers. You cannot just treat and forget to
water deeply, as many customers have
done." Williams warns.
Successful follow-up measures include

maintaining 65 percent soil moisture, two
to three feet below the surface. He insists
that yard sprinklers, which only water sev eral inches deep, are not adequate for deep
watering recovering trees.
Arborist Jerry Pully, owner of 'Tree
Clinic in Austin, Texas, also has experience with Fungisol, Tebuject and Alamo.
"In reality, there's not any difference in the
compounds. he says. "They all work

februdrq
6,7and8 1 003
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equally well. When we have failures and
cannot seem to suppress oak wilt. I see the
same problem with all of them. I don't see
any positive or negative difference. There
is a difference, however, in the method of
injection and volumes of water," he notes.
Pully is not opposed to trenching, when
needed. "In some cases trenching is appropriate, but often it is not," he says. People
are willing to spend money because these
are high value trees, and they want to keep
them alive as long as possible.
In the Texas hill country, where hundreds of acres of trees have died over the
past decade and the disease continues to
strike, the prospect of oak wilt is a scary
one. The two trees hit hardest in the Lone
Star State are live oaks and Spanish oaks.
Since 1988, the number of Texas counties
with confirmed cases has tripled to 60.
For a bit of history: When oak wilt was
first confirmed in Wisconsin in the early
1940s, oaks were also dying in Texas, but
the deaths were not attributed to oak wilt.
Because of the mistaken belief that the
fungus could not survive Texas' high summer temperatures, the misdiagnosis led to
years of futile treatments. It wasn't until
the 1960s that oak wilt was officially diagnosed in Texas. Today, Austin bears the
unfortunate distinction of the most oak
wilt-ridden city in the nation.
Don Grossman of Texas Forest Service,
working with others, is looking at the protective treatment of oaks just outside of
Austin this winter using Alamo and trying
two systemic injection methods. The study
will compare macro-infusion to a new micro-infusion tool developed by Arborjet,
a Boston-area company.
According to Joe Doccola, director of
research and development for Arborjet, the
new device is a "gas over hydraulic" system in which compressed air is pushed
through a port. The first injection trials
begin in January, with more to follow in
April, he notes.
The oaks in this study are secluded but
within proximity to disease centers, and
some trees will remain untreated. All the
trees in the study area are expected to be
challenged by the encroaching disease.
Grossman expects to see signs of oak wilt
in trees that are under-protected.
During his 10-plus years with the City
of Austin, Jay Culver, City of Austin oak
wilt coordinator and acting city forester,
has seen the number of oak wilt centers in
the capital city increase from 70 to 250.
Trenching plays a key role in his city's
suppression program and, indeed the en-

tire state's, where approximately 70 percent of all the oak wilt trenches installed
statewide have stopped disease spread.
"We have dug 12 miles of suppression
trenches in an attempt to control it." says
Culver.
Trenches (a minimum of three to four
feet deep) are placed at least 100 feet from
the last symptomatic trees to contain the
disease. Existing utility trenches that are
less than 10 years old and more than three
feet deep are deemed appropriate barriers
to disease spread.
Culver notes that in urban settings, cooperative action involving multiple
property owners is vital to a suppression
program's success, and is fair because the
whole neighborhood benefits. Still, it is a
costly endeavor, so the Austin Oak Wilt
Suppression Project offers cost-share assistance to neighborhood associations who
organize to install recommended suppression trenches.
Culver says all live oak trees within a
trenched area should be injected unless
they have lost more than 20 percent of their
leaves. The City of Austin also requires
citizens to do their part in preventing
spread.
"Austin has an ordinance that mandates
removal of infectious trees. The wood must
then be chipped. burned or buried. On live
oaks, fungal mats do not form, so immediate removal is not necessary, nor is it
mandatory as it is with red oaks. Culver
explains.
In remote areas. infected red oaks can
be girdled and treated, or cut and left on
the ground to dry out. Fungal spores cannot survive when there is a low moisture
content in the wood.
Culver is also a stickler for proper pruning, painting wounds to prevent beetles
from spreading the disease, pruning at the
right time, and sterilizing cutting tools before moving to another tree. He. too.
recommends pruning when the insect vector that spreads the fungus is least active.
"You want to prune in the hottest parts
of the year - August and September in
Texas - or in December and January. when
it's coldest. Be sure to paint all wounds at
all times of the year, whether it is from
pruning work or a ound from a
lawnnlo\\ er ." lie advi'es.

Jerral Johnson and David Appel. which
establishes the following protocol:
Identify the problem accurate diagnosis:
Create a Buffer Zone create a suppression trench (at least 48 inches deep)
100 feet from asymptomatic tree with rock
saw. commercial ditching machine or a
backhoe:

Sanitation remove dead or diseased
trees in the oak wilt center if they are not
going to be treated with fungicide (burn in
place if possible):
Pruning avoid pruning between
Feb. 15 and June 15, the period for maximum insect and fungal mat activity. When
possible prune trees between Dec. 1 and
Feb. 1, or between July 1 and Oct. 1:
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57 W H Hi-Ranger on
1989 Intl, Flat Bed. Winch.
DT-466. 5/2. 109k
Stock #996 S23,900

.c'D Fcrd.
Diesel, 5 Spd. 110K.
UNDER CDLI
Stock #980 S9.800

14 Ciip

nwr

Sa-Ja:ai Dumping
Trailer. 14, Hauls Debris or
Skid Steer, 4-Way Gate
Stock #14 $6,900

Zoo
57 W H Hi-Ranger on

60 W H Over Center. Altec
LA-Ill on 1993 GMC Top
Kick, Gas, 5 Spd.. 93k
Stock #967 S31,900

5
8
Int. Fiat Bea. Diesel. 5-spd.
w!2 Spd.. 137k
Stock #965 $21,900

Stock #949 $16,900

55 W. H Aitec Mat i Hanaler on
1989 Inn. DT-466, 5/2, 93k
Stock #998 $21,900

60 W H Hi-Ranger on
1987 Int'l. Diesel.
5 Spd. W/2 Spd.. 122k
Stock #946 S24,600

75 V' H Reach All On
1989 F-800, Ford Diesel.
6Spd.,48k
Stock #982 $38,500

1988 Intl, Diesel.
5 Spd W12 Spd.. 93k

A treatment program
Culver follows the "Eight Step Program
to Oak Wilt Management" developed by
Texas A&M University Plant Pathologists
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Protect Pruning Cuts or Wounds

paint all wounds/cuts greater than ½ inch
on trees within three miles of an oak wilt
center during critical periods of insect and
fungus activity:
Firewood
firewood cut from tree
species that form oak wilt mats can spread
the fungus. If questions arise about where
the trees were cut for wood or the species
of tree cut, it is best to cover the wood pile
with clear plastic. Make sure the edges are
tucked into the soil to prevent insect
spread:
Tree Injection with Systemic Fungicide a fungicide is most effective when
applied as a preventive treatment. However, it can be applied after the tree
develops symptoms. Trees that are symptomatic have a lower chance of complete
recovery than those that are free of symptoms. Trees with more than 30 percent
canopy loss should not be treated:
Replanting it is always best to use
a mixed planting of trees to add variety to
the landscape and reduce the chance of a
recurrence of oak wilt or similar disease
problems. Cedar elm. Chinese elm. Chi-

nese pistache. bald cypress and flowering
pears are among the recommended trees
for Texas that can be planted in most areas where oak wilt is a problem.

Dollar losses
The economic impacts of oak wilt on
forests have been devastating. Reduced
property values due to infection and tree
loss is also affecting urban and suburban
areas experiencing the disease.
"I know of several oak wilt sites where
home/property owners have requested anonymity and for good reason." relates Dr.
David L. Roberts at the Oak Wilt Research
Center at Michigan State University. "The
presence of oak wilt can dramatically reduce property value because of the cost of
containment of the disease or because so
many oak trees have been eliminated. A
once highly valued and lovely home site
is no longer as desirable as it once was."
Roberts suggests a property/site is really
a liability when some of the following estimated costs are considered:
Tree Value Losses: potentially sev eral thousand dollars per tree;
Tree Removal Costs: $2.000- $7,000
or more per tree, depending on tree size
and location;
Injection: $300-600 per tree depending on size; and
Trenching: $5-10 per linear foot for
-

WkNT!, I Vd

;

Examine roadside trees, trees in parks
and recreational areas,
wooden poles, forests, timber
structures such as bridges, framed
buildings and playground equipment.

c

"The sad thing about these compounds
is that all we can do is suppress the disease." laments Pulley. "Actually. some
people think you're immunizing, but the
treatment only lasts so long and you have
to repeat it. It's variable from site to site
and circumstance. As a rule, three years is
really stretching it.
"Oak wilt is unquestionably the worst
disease that we deal with." Pully continues. "This complicated disease is difficult
to discuss in a matter-of-fact way. It can
be discussed only in the abstract. Almost
any statement one can make about the disease has exceptions. sometimes apparent
contradictions. Despite the best attempts
at treatment, we often lose trees to oak wilt.
There are no guarantees, just as in treating
some diseases of man. Step one, for me,
in helping a client address oak wilt is to
initiate a conversation that educates about
what is known and perhaps more importantly, what we don't know about this
devastating tree disease."
TU
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No torn up turf
means more
profit
higher
customer
satisfaction
-

-

more referrals
and better bote'rm tom line. Finance
and lease plans
available. Call or
tedstee ring
E-mail for info...
• End skid ruts
• Save "fix it" time
• Bid more jobs
• Bid bigger jobs
• Reduce labor
• Carry larger loads
• Cut total job time
• Increase bottom line

IML Instrument Mechanic
Labor, Inc.
1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd. Suite 2212
Kennesaw, GA 30144
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Conclusion

me'rya rd

Easily operated, light weight
and compact.
Phone: 888-514-8851
Fax: 770-514-8851
http://www.imlusa.com
E-mail: lMLUSA@att.net

Free application video available

a 3- to 5-foot deep trench. Between two
trees only, the cost may be $300 (60 ft. x
$5=$300).
Based on these estimates, the cost of a
single incidence of oak wilt at a single urban site can easily exceed $5,000 to
S10,000.
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ALAMOS applied using MACRO-INFUSION is scientifically proven to provide protection
from oak wilt in red, white, Spanish and live oak families. Macro-InfusionTM can also be
used therapeutically to save white oaks and reduce crown loss.

MACRO-INFUSION TM treatment is the difference in complete protection using Alamo®.
High volumes of water/fungicide solution are required to get even, full distribution.
Rainbow offers equipment, training, and marketing support so you can provide a proven
oak wilt protection program to your clients.

to pump.
root flares.

root flares.
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RainbowTreecar

Call tollfree for Research, Equipment and Product Information

lm877=A 0 IST
www.rainbowscivance.com

Scientific Advancements
02003 Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements

Macro-Infusion'

is a trademark of Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advncements Alamo® is a registered trademark of Syngena
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troubles with Trees:
A Seasonal Stroll Through Symptoms and Solutions - Winter
By Cheryl Smith

In much of the country, winter is a time when
diseases of trees and shrubs are much less of a
concern than during the growing season. The
environmental conditions throughout much of
the northern half of the United States, however,
can cause injury —particularly to evergreen species.
Evidence of winter injury usually starts to
show up in February. This type of injury is often caused by extreme temperature fluctuations
that occur throughout the month. Damage isn't
usually determined by how cold it gets, but
rather by how fast it gets cold. If it is 60 degrees during the day, and then it drops down to
20 degrees that same night, the rapid temperature change causes devastation to trees and
shrubs.
In years when there is little snow cover, a

With a good snow cover, the roots are insulated. In addition, the snow cover can provide
moisture as it melts on warm days during winter thaws.
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Photo 1

Deicing salt injury
Another winter threat to plants and trees in
northern regions is deicing salt, which is especially common near roadways and walkways.
(Photo 2) Those species most susceptible to des'r111
icing salt injury include white pine, Canadian
hemlock and sugar maple. Reddened needles
on white pine and Canadian hemlock are
caused by contact with salt-laden road spray.
The injury is most evident on the side of the
trees facing oncoming traffic. This winter,
while you're driving, take note of the reddened
white pines and hemlocks. You will find that
the side of the tree facing away from oncoming traffic will still
appear green and healthy.
Deicing salt injury can also occur on deciduous hosts. The
symptoms usually appear later in the growing season, particularly if drought conditions exist. The salt will concentrate in
the root zone as the water table drops, resulting in marginal
burn or desiccation. (Photo 3) Many affected trees, especially
sugar maples, will also exhibit early fall coloration.

Early frost injuries
Photo 2
deeper freeze makes moisture unavailable for uptake by the roots. This situation can be particularly
important with evergreen species. On bright, sunny
days, photosynthesis and respiration takes place.
Moisture lost through transpiration can't be replaced via uptake by the roots. The result is
desiccation. In addition, dry winds will increase
winter desiccation, causing a marginal burn and tip
dieback on a lot of plants.
In spring, we often see broad-leaved evergreens
that have healthy-looking green foliage near the bottom of the plant and dry, brown leaves near the top.
(Photo 1) The green lower portions indicate the Photo 3
level of snow cover. Those leaves were protected
from desiccating winds while the upper portions were not. This
occurs not just on evergreens but on deciduous hosts as well.
46

The fluctuating temperature in late fall and early winter of ten causes injury to twigs, tender shoots and young or recently
transplanted material.
(rnxxith that hc

nt

hardened-off can easily
be damaged by early fall
frosts or sudden drops in
temperature. We often
see this type of injury
when fall rains and mild
temperatures follow
drought conditions.
Many trees and shrubs
flush with new growth.
The tender growth is often injured by frosts. A
similar situation occurs when plants flush as a result of late
fertilization.
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Late frost injuries
Symptoms of late frost Injury
often do not appear until late
spring or early summer, when
there is little moisture coupled
with a series of hot days. Late
frost injury is common on plants
that have a very small caliper or
very young seedlings, as well as
on very succulent tissues and
thin-bark species. The late spring Photo
frost often injures the lowest portion of the stem around the soil
line. The injured area may girdle the stem
or be colonized by canker-causing fungi
such as Phomopsis. Late spring frosts
can also damage tender new growth such
as flower buds. (Photo 4) Late frost injury is often associated with a condition
on northern red oak referred to as "oak
tatters." The frost-injured tissues of
many hosts are more susceptible to infection by pathogens. A good example
is the high incidence of bacterial blight
on lilacs, (Photo 5) caused by
Pseudornonas, after injury by late frosts.

Photo 5

Sanitation
There is quite a bit of controversy over
whether or not it is necessary to disinfect your pruning tools between pruning
cuts during the dormant season. I like to
err on the side of caution and do it anyway. The dormant season is the best time
to deal with sanitation. Pruning done after new growth begins should be done
when it's dry; pruning when everything
is wet is a great way to spread disease.
Disinfecting tools is also more critical.

INNOVATIONS

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL ARBORIST

#I\

A Throw Line Deployment Bag for the
nultiple throw lines.

Evidence of winter injury usually
starts to show up in February, as temperatures rise and fall and salt is spread
by the ton. Know what to look for and
how you can treat the symptoms to promote a healthy spring growing season.
Dr. Cheryl A. Smith is the plant health
specialist with the University of New
Hampshire Cooperative Extension, and is
Director of the UNH Plant Diagnostic Lab.
This article was adapted from a lecture
Smith presented at NE Grows.
TCI

BONUS OFFER:
Buy any deployment bag
and receive a FREE Buck
Frisbee (a $6.15 value).
Additional Frisbees may b
purchased. Offer expire:
March 31, 2003.

TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT THIS BAG OFFERS:
• Bag measures 12" in diameter x 12" high.
• Poly battens keep bag rigid.
• Four 5-1/2" x 7" inside mesh pockets that can be used to store bags
tied to the running end of your throw lines.
• Four 1-1/2" steel rings above pockets provide anchors for working
end of throw line.
• Five outside mesh pockets make identification a snap.
• All pockets include velcro closures.
• Available in red or blue.
ORDER TODAY!
4566R2 Buckingham Throw Line Bag Red

S44.00

4566B1
44R2

$44.00
S6.15

Buckingham Throw Line Bag Blue
Buckingham Bucket Frisbee

SINCE

Manufactured by:

1896

115

AL

WWW.BISHCD.COM

13h4hupEu

To place an order for a Throw Line Bag or other arborist supplies, please call 800.421.4833
or email us your request to sales@bishco.com . NOW!... Order online at www.bishco.com .
Please circle 8 on Reader Service Card
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HELP WANTED
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the source
for employees
in free caret

Experienced sales person highly motivated in the tree care industry for

Ira Wickes/Arborists

Maryland and surrounding counties can
make up to 72K per year. Company vehicle; expense account; phone; many
perks. Call 1-800-636-TREE or (443)
506-9449.

Rockland County-based firm since 1929
seeks qualified individuals with experience.

Alaska

If you're an EXPERIENCED climber or
spray tech interested in working in Anchorage, Alaska, contact us - We'd ove
to hear from you. Fax resume to (907)
345-9639 or call (907) 345-9699.

; FANNO
SAW
WORKS
FANNO INTERNATIONAL
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It's Davey people that make the difference and Davey can make

FI-K1500
Fanno Saw designs
a new "Raker-styled

a difference in your career,

**

tn-edge saw

• Enclosed handle for blance
and comfort.
• 13.5" cutting edge for
faster cuts
• "Raker" styled teeth design for
less binding in soft wood

F! Kl5sB
16" Pole Suit'
Blade saws limbs
with less binding

WHArY's
TtII DA&E y

DIFFERENCE?

: You asked for it...
now you've got it!

VA

Arborists/Sales Reps, Office Staff, Crew
Leaders, Climbers, Spray Techs (IPM,
PHC, Lawn). Great benefit package includes 401(k) matching, advancement
opportunities, E.O.E. Check us out on the
Web at irawickes.com . E-mail your resume to info@irawickes.com . Fax us at
(845) 354-3475 or snail mail us at Ira
Wickes/Arborists, 11 McNamara Rd.,
Spring Valley, NY 10977.

triedge
th

You'll be part of a growing team of certified arborists, technicians,
botanists, agronomists and horticulture scientists in a company
that offers over 120 years of tree care history and knowledge.
Positions with training, benefits, and advancement opportunities
are now available throughout the United States and Canada.

Call Tim Jackson, Dave'v National Recruiter Today!

DAVEY®

• Universal blade for pole mount
and as replacement for FT -K1 500 saw
• Longer 16 blade for fast cuts

EOE/DFW

• "Raker" styled tn-edge teeth

800-445- 8733

FANNO SAW WORKS

P.O. Box 628,Chico, CA 95927
(530) 895-1762 ,p fax 895-0302

tjackson@davey.com

or at www.fannosaw.com
Md* In
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Devoted Arborist Needed on Long Iscertified a big plus. degree even
land
better. 100% 1PM, spraying, feeding, PHC,
diagnostic, no climbing or cutting. Practice
no sales,
pure arborculture in the field
telephones or administrative duties. Top,
modern equipment to service high-end clientele on beautiful Long Island, N.Y.
Competitive wage plus benefits, including
medical and education. Work 8 months
and earn for 12. Steady work March
through November enjoy your winter living off your stored nuts. Owner is currently
Emotorcycling across South America
mail him at: sterlingtree@prodigy.net .

Industry leader in Mycorrhizal Fungi
and Bacterial Technology seeks a
qualified sales individual. Immediate
openings in NE, Mid Atlantic, Texas, and
California areas. Candidate should have
a degree in a green industry related field
with several years outside selling experience. Selling through distribution to the
Arbor, Golf and Horticulture markets
helpful. Travel is required. Candidate
should also possess excellent communication skills, be self-motivated,
personable, and well organized.

Syracuse, New York

Sales Arborist

Growing tree care and landscape company needs foreman, climbers, ground
workers and spray techs. Opportunity for
advancement. Good pay, good people to
work with. Michael Grimm Services, Inc.
Call (315) 477-0124 or fax (315) 4771286 Attn: John McCaffery.

Fast growing Central/Northern New Jersey
company looking for self motivated and experienced representative for high-end
residential and corporate sales position.
Competitive compensation and benefit package with growth opportunity. Fax resume to
908-668-7575 or Call Pat 908-413-1002.

-

-

-

-

Tree and Shrub Care. Spray Technician/Plant Health Care Monitor. Plant
Id and knowledge of insect pests and diseases desirable but will consider trainee.
Work involves insect and disease control on ornamental plants in Bucks and
Montgomery Counties, PA. Must have
valid PA driver's license. This employment opportunity can be a career position
or can lead to other positions within the
company. Top pay and benefits.
Keystone Tree Experts (215) 348-4444 or
e-mail employment@ keystonetree.com

Please fax resumes to (412) 826-5420.
Exciting & challenging opportunity in
So. Florida. Seeking a highly motivated,
educated & experienced sales person for
commercial tree service. Work for a company you can be proud of.
NovoArbor@directvinternet.com
Cell: (561) 756-0349
Fax: (561) 470-8948

Continued on page 50

Substance.
Not rhetoric.

f

Green Cross, all of us are committed to
practice of integrated pest management.
\\ c don't apply calendar sprays, cover sprays,
.-\t
und sprays, shade sprays or any other traditI[i,U tieC. .krub, or turf spray application. Nor do we
practice spot spraying. So while some companies espouse
the rhetoric of IPM, we walk our talk and practice the
substance of IPM every day, to find integrated solutions for plant problem after plant
problem, on property after property, with client after client. If you are equally
committed to integrating entomology, plant pathology, soil science, and plant autecology
to formulate and implement ecologically sound tree, shrub, and turf management
programs, we'd like to hear from you. A very generous salary, vacation, and benefit package is offered. Please fax your resume to 203-299-0192 or email it to careerQgreenx.conl.
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4 Taylor Avenue
Norwalk. CT o6854
203.838.205
www.greenx.com
L,lreerca reenx.com
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Exciting Career
Opportunities for Service
Industry Managers

Classifieds ... Job Bank
Resumes ... Internships

Come join one of the largest Vegetation
Management Companies in the United
States.

Post ... Search
www.natlarb.com falls right into
your tree care company's needs

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., is experiencing tremendous growth throughout the United
States and Canada creating the following
openings:
Division Managers
Branch Managers

The Kan-Du Stump Grinder
is fast, efficient, economical and has over 12
years of proven reliability. It is hydraulically controlled, self propelled and will travel at a fast walk
in open areas and slowly on hills and in close
quarters. It also has a hydraulically controlled,
rear-mounted stabilization blade. It is easy to operate, has a 48-inch working width, yet will pass
through a 29-inch opening and will grind 30 inches
high and 24 inches deep.

Stump Removal, Inc. Toll-free: 888-68-STUMP; Fax: 214-321-8191;
E-Mail: kandustumpgrind@worldnet.att.net;Web:www.kan-dustumpgrinder.com,
Please circle 53 on Reader Service Card

Sonic Nvotild call it an obsession, we
prefer
er to tail it a specialization, an aieu of
cpeiiise, a passion. If this is how you feel
about trees, then you should consider a
fl it tire with one of the leading tree care
companies, The Gate of frees.
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NVe offer an excellent benefits
compensation package and an on-going
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offer you a work environment where
\oull feel right at hoini.

Please call or scud your resume to:
Beverly Strom, The Care of Trees
275C 12th Street Wheeling, II, 6009()
Fax 847.459.7479
hstr ou@thccarcoftrccs.com

thecareoftrees..
www.thecareoftrees.com

1.877.724.7544
Positions currently open in the metro areas of
Chicago, CA, CT, NY, NJ, PA and Wash D.C.
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We have immediate openings in Various
Provinces in Canada:
British Columbia, Alberta, & Saskatchewan
Responsible for managing day to day operations, including the supervision of field
personnel. Business/Horticultural degree
desired with a minimum of 2 years experience working in the green industry. Qualified
applicants must have proven leadership abilities, strong customer relations and
interpersonal skills. We offer an excellent
salary, bonus and benefits packages, including 401 (k) and company paid medical
coverage.
For career opportunity and confidential consideration, send or fax resume, including
geographic preference and willingness to
relocate to: DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., Attention: Paul D. DeAngelo, 100 North Conahan
Drive, Hazleton, PA 18201. Phone: 1-800360-9333. Fax: (570) 459-2690.
EOE/AAP M/F/D/DV
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We have immediate openings in the U.S.:
MO, GA, FL, LA, NC, SC, TX

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 2003

Hired 2 Need 2
One Plant Health Care Salesman One Area Manager

Duties will include all estimating and scheduling of an established branch office.
Certified Arborist and computer literacy a
must. Compensation includes company
medical, dental and retirement plans as well
as ongoing company training. Salary is negotiable. Relocation expenses provided to
qualified candidate.
Contact: Vince Winkler
Winkler's Tree Service
P0 Box 1154
LaGrange Park, IL 60526
(708) 544-1219
Fax: (708) 544-0405

HAWAII Tree Climbers
and Working Foremen.
-

Climbers MUST have a minimum of 5
years climbing experience (which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take
downs and removals) and a current
driver's license (a CDL license is preferred). Foreman applicants MUST be a
certified arborist (with knowledge of disease diagnosis and fertilization), have a
minimum of 5 years climbing experience
(which includes pruning, shaping, rigging, take-downs and removals), 5 years
utility line clearance experience, experience working with cranes, and have a
current driver's license (a CDL license is
preferred). Pay starts at $18 per hour but
is based on experience. Benefits include
paid medical and dental insurance, paid
federal holidays, vacation pay, 401 (k)
pension plan and a profit-sharing plan.
Send resume with salary history and employment references to:

Tree climber needed. Must have expe-

www.GreenlndustryYellowPages.com

rience in rigging and removals. Will train
for trimming. All equipment. Call Styron's
Tree Service, at (252) 726-0311. E-mail:
fabgirls3@ msn.com .

Find it. Be found. Independent Sales
Reps! Looking for a new line? Go to
www.giyp.com/newline . Sell to your existing customers!
Continued on page

Lewis Utility Truck Sales, Inc. •

E-Mail: Lewisutility@connectiva.net

www.Lewisutilitytrucks.com
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South Metro Atlanta's Premier Tree &
Shrub care provider is seeking a Crew
Leader for its tree care operations.
Qualified candidate must have the ability to perform all phases of pruning and
removal operations. This is an excellent
opportunity for a long term career with
tremendous advancement potential.

•

•

Call: 1-800-856-2064 . Ask for Chris Jones ,Fax: (765) 857-2225

-

Jacunski's Complete Tree Service, Inc
P0 Box 4513, Hilo, HI 96720
Phone: (808) 959-5868
Fax: (808) 959-0597

628 North Portland St.. Ridgeville. IN 47380

• Hours: Mon-Fri. 8-5: Sat., By appt. only
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Want a Challenging Career with High Income Potential?

Excellent pay and benefits, relocation
allowance. Please call 770-253-0208 or
770- 328-3176

Plant Health Care Director Must have
bachelor's degree in forestry or related
field, or have equivalent experience and
background. Great opportunity for ener getic person. Must have PR, PHC and
leadership skills. Come grow with our
new expanded location. Salary and benefits package negotiable with
experience. Contact: George A. Lee at
Branch Tree Service, Inc., Warren, Ml by
phone (586) 756-7737 or fax (586) 7564408. All contacts are kept confidential.
-

The F. A. BARTLETT TREE EXPERT COMPANY
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Corporate Office: Post Office Box 3067, Stamford,
Phone (203) 323-1131

•

Fax (203) 323-3631

Contact: Carmen Berrios, Manager Employment
cberrios@bartlett.com
UNITED STATES

I CANADA

TREE CARE INDUSTRY - JANUARY 21)03

Connecticut 06905

wwwbartiett.com
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GREAT BRITAIN
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www.natlarb.com
the industry's
Web site

All positions needed in Anchorage,
ALASKA

Growing company seeks experienced personnel: climber, general manager, salesman,
spray tech. Fax resume to (907) 243-7316
or e-mail talltreesalaska©yahoo.corn

CHIPPER KNIVES

BUY 10 GET 2 FREE * FOR ALL MAKES AND MODELS

121/8
71/4

x4x

3 /8

12 X3X 3 /8

/8 $34.50
3
31/2
X
8x
/8 $28.95

$24.50
$22.95
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THEl

A

TOOL CO.. INC

X 31/2 X

\\

FAST DELIVERY
(800) 221-5452

THE
CO., INC

Please circle 49 on Reader Service Card

NATIONAL POLE TREATMENT DIVISION MANAGER
DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., a progressive, fast growing National Service Company is
offering an excellent opportunity in National Division Management. We are seeking a
highly motivated individual to join our team of dynamic successful managers.
Qualifications require a degree in Forestry or Biology, with Management, Supervisory
and Sales background. The individual must have extensive field experience with Wood
Pole Treatment and be willing to travel throughout the U.S. Utility experience is a must.
Excellent communication skills, well organized with a positive attitude and strong work
ethic are attributes that the candidate should possess.
We offer a competitive starting salary and benefits including health insurance and a
401(k) program.
Call or fax resume to:

DeANGELO BROTHERS, INC.
Attention: Carl T. Faust
100 North Conahan Drive
Hazleton, PA 18201
Phone: 1-800-360-9333
Fax:
1-570-459-0321
EOE/AAP/M-F
Please circle 16 on Reader Service Card
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SITE REPRESENTATIVE
For Large Corporate Site with
Impeccable Gardens

Leader in safety and tree care industry
has an immediate opening at a nationally recognized account for a Site
Representative. Position will be responsible for quantifying, coordinating, and
implementing all tree maintenance ser vices. This site is a unique work
environment affording the right individual
a chance to a career position utilizing
cutting edge industry techniques coupled
with artistic effect. This position will also
be involved in planning, coordinating, and
implementing annual contract obligations
in concert with current landscape architects and landscape maintenance firms.
We are looking for a positive, energetic
person with working knowledge of field
experience of modern PHC principles
with the ability to apply them to existing
contract specifications. Applicant must
have working knowledge and field experience of current ANSI and industry tree
maintenance practices relating to general
tree and shrub care. Knowledge and understanding of planting and maintenance
of transplanted trees and shrubs is also
required. Career oriented perspective
with commitment to position and proximity to client is vital.
You must be an ISA Certified Arborist,
have a New York State Pesticide Applicator Category 3A and 8 License, and
have a CDL License (Class B with tanker,
hazmat and air brakes preferred).
This is a fantastic career opportunity with
our company. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefit package that
includes an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan. We are a leader in the industry
along with our outstanding safety and
training culture. Please contact:
Peter McFarland
The Care of Trees
57 Valley Avenue
Elmsford, NY 10523
(914) 345-8733
Fax (914) 345-3340
pmcfarland@thecareoftrees.com

Continued on page 54
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1995 To 1999 International Chip Trucks
International Tubo Diesel, Auto Or Manual Tras Under
Or Over CDL New Royal Extreme Duty Forestry Bodies
With Removable Lids Unbeatable Prices & Selection!

1990 To 1997 Ford F700 Chip Trucks
Turbo Diesel Automatic T.ans NO CDL Needed!
New Royal Body & Hoist Rencvab.e Lids Low Miles
Excellent Condition. Many Under $20000.00!

1997 To 1999 GMC T6500 Multi Purpose Dumps
Cat Or Isuzu Diesel, Auto, NO CDL!, New Royal
Mult Purpose Bodies With Removable Lids, 18 Ton
Hoist, Really Clean Trucks. From ...... $29,900.00!

I

W

1990 Int'l Landscape Dump
D466 5 Speed ReBult En e New
loyal Landscape Body Only. 19,900.00!

1995 FL70 Chip Trucks
Cumm nx Tubc AitO 0' Manual Ne.'
Royal Tc.0 Body-N CE Great Prices!

1991 International 4900 Bucket Truck
DT466, 5/2 Speed Trans, 35,500 GVW, Front
Floats, TECO 60' Working Height Bucket, 69K
Original Miles. - Clean Unit. OnIy..$28,900.00!

1995 GMC Topkick Lo Pro Dumps
OAT Desei Auto AC Ne. 2jm Sod1
0tiora 1 Too Boxes From..$18.900.00!

1987 Ford L8000 Forestry Dump
Pord Tjfto Si B
Sod, '8 To- -,- s* Only..S1900.00!

LL
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SO
Heavy Spec Mack Knuckleboom
235 Mack Turbo Diesel, 5 Speed Trans. Fassi
14.332 Lb Crane. Only 75K Original Miles Very
Clean Truck! Only..S19,900.00!

MEGA CAPACITY Chip Trucks!
Our Huge Capawty Chip Dumps Are Specially
Designed To Handle Whatever Abuse You And
Your Guys Can Dish Out. 16' To 22'Avai!able!
X
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1995 Mack MS200 Chip Trucks
Big 200 Horsepower', Allison Automatic Trans.
NO CDL Needed (25.950 GVWI. 16 Royal Body
VV . Removable Lids, 18 Ton Hoist,
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TEAM WORK
At Almstead,
You'll never work alone.
Almstead Arhorists
are hacked by a team of
administrative, management
& marketing professionals,
all dedicated to your success.
If unlimited growth potential and a
winning team environment is
important to you,
your invited to grow with us.
Management positions available in
NY. NI & CT.

Please circle 2
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Tree Care Company looking for an apprentice for our Plant Health Care/
Lawn division. Looking to obtain a NH

Opportunity - Safe & Beautiful
by The Care of Trees

and/or Maine applicators license. We offer year-round employment, career
growth and educational opportunities,
competitive wages, paid holidays and
vacation, medical coverage, IRA plan,
and a friendly working environment.
Landscape experience helpful, but not required. Please send a resume or call for
an interview.

Palo Alto District

A Tree Health Co., Inc.
d/b/a Urban Tree Service
P0 Box 1631, 119A Walnut St
Rochester, NH 03866-1631
(603) 332-1246 Fax (603) 335-0522
info @ u rbantreeservice .com

Utility Pole Treatment Inspectors

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc., a progressive,
fast-growing National Service Company,
is offering an excellent opportunity for experienced Utility Pole Treatment
Inspectors. The candidate should possess at least 5 years experience in the
area of utility pole inspection and treatment. Candidate must be willing to travel.
Positions are available nationwide.

Plant Health Care Professional

PHC champion to develop programs for our
many clients in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Knowledge of local plants, insects, diseases,
cultural conditions and California environmental regulations is essential.
Responsibilities include training our sales
and field staff to effectively serve our clients
and grow in our market area. Our operations
currently serve the peninsula and the south
bay areas.
Ground-floor opportunity and we welcome
your candidacy. Background information
should include your educational and professional experience along with a cover letter
stating your qualifications and initial salary
requirements.
Send to: Ed Shebert, EVP/CFO at The Care
of Trees Fax: (847) 459-4769; E-mail to:
eshebert@thecareoftrees.com

RACE MOUNTAIN TREE SERVICES, INC.,

Alffefs

The successful candidate must have excellent communication skills, and be well
organized with a positive attitude and
strong work ethic.
We offer a competitive salary commensurate with experience and benefits including
health insurance and a 401(k) program
Call or fax resume to:

,

-

'

Pruning supplies h nd
pruners, pruning saws,
loppers, pole saws, and
pole pruners!

Chalnsaw parts ant,
accessories guide
bars, drive sprockets,
saw chain, safety wear
and accessories for all
popular chainsaws!
...

DeAngelo Brothers, Inc.
Attention: Carl T. Faust
100 North Conahan Drive
Hazelton, PA 18201
Phone: 1-800-360-9333
Fax: 1-570-459-0321

-

Climbing supplies...
rope, saddles, lanyards,
flip lines, gaffs, climbing
pads and much mare!
(

EOE/AAP/M-F

a full service tree care company located in
rural Southwestern Massachusetts has a
variety of positions available for the appropriate candidate. We are currently seeking
experienced and motivated professionals for
the following openings:
PLANT HEALTH CARE TECHNICIANS
CREW LEADERS
CLIMBING ARBORISTS
We offer an excellent wage and benefit package, including shared medical, holidays, paid
training, boot allowance, and more. Come
join us in the New England hardwood
canopy! Send your resume to Race Mountain Tree Services, Inc. P0 Box 603
Sheffield, MA 01257-0603 or email to
racemtn@bcn.net .

Classified ads
Ad

deadline is the 20th of the month, two months prior to publication.

Place your ad on the N,14 's online Job Bank for just $10 more.
Add a logo or color picture and your add will be seen by thousands more!
For details, go to www.natlarb.com ,

e-mail: Stone @natlurb.comn, or call 1-800-733-2622.
Please circle 14 on Reader Service Card
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Alexander Equipment Company

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
1977 International Sky Worker tree service truck. 64' Reach Alpine. Asking
$36,000. Chippers. 1987 Ford F700 HiRanger. For more information please call
(419) 294-2631.

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

All types and brands of professional climbing and lowering arbonst ropes at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Free shipping. Visa, MC, AX. Small Ad - Big Savings
1-800-873-3203.

Ford F-700 1992 LR3 60' w.h. Pony mo-

tor low mileage, 429 fuel injection. High
polish stainless bumper & wheels. Well
maintained, dump body, clean, new paint
and hoses. Show truck must see to appreciate. $47,500 OBO (201) 712-9229

We have a huge selection of used chippers,
stump grinders & tub grinders! Call Matt or
Steve for details or try our Web site at
www.alexequip.com for complete list & pictures. Financing available! We can ship
anywhere!
4728 Yender Ave.
Lisle, IL 60532
(630) 663-1400

1999 Navistar International 4700 bucket
truck - 33,000 miles, under CDL with chip
box w/LR-50 Asplundh boom $48,500. Ask
for John 508-428-5053

Hydraulic knuckleboom trucks with
dumping flatbeds, Ford, International, 1988

to 1991, single axle, CDL or non-CDL. We
can custom design and build sides, tailgates,
chip boxes or continuous-rotation grapples.
Call us for any specialty truck needs. Atlantic Fabricating, Inc., Jack or Paul, Sayreville,
N.J. (732) 938-5779 www.atlanticboom.com .

Continued on page 57

Are You
I
Sales Training Director
SavATree has a great position open
for a green industry professional
(minimum 10 yrs.) with proven
sales success and arboricultural
management experience. This key
team member would develop our
next generation of arborists through
in-field training throughout our 14
branch locations. Competitive
compensation & benefits. Inspiring
candidates can email or fax their
resume and compensation history to:
lobrien@savatree.com
FAX 914-242-3934
(Please reference code 102T)

SXVIMPREE..
www.savatree.com
Please circle 47 on Reader Service Card

EDUCATE YOUR CUSTOMERS ... AND MAKE THEM CLIENTS ... FOR $1.90*

TREE BASICS
by Dr. Alex L. Shigo
What every person needs to know about trees.

•

Full-color front and back cover, 8 1/2 x 10 1/2 inch format
40 pages, 26 large photographs, 19 diagrams

.

Single copy - $7.00
$39 for 10 copies - $3.90 per copy
$145 for 50 copies - $2.90 per copy
*$190 for 100 copies - $1.90 per copy
Plus shipping and handling for more than one copy.

lot
To order contact:

Shigo and Trees. Associates,
P0 Box 769, Durham, NH 03824-0769
Phone: (603) 868-7459 Fax: (603) 868-1045
Please circle 51 on Reader Service Card
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Basic Arboriculture - Manual 1
Advanced Arboriculture - Manual 2

-

Crew Leader - Manual 3
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established 1938

www.natlarb.com

Ndfioml A&KxW Assockffm
Dedicated to The Advancement of Commercial Tree Care Businesses

=tf-7-7

MAIL

3 Perimeter Road, Unit 1
Manchester, NH 03103
naa@natlarb.com

Please circle 34 on Reader Service Card

EMAIL

110 Below Westgate
80 High Street, WINCHESTER
Hampshire, S023 9AT, UK
leslie@natlarb.com

P1-ONE

800-733-2622
603-314-5380 (outside the U.S.)

+44 (0) 1794 512367

FA: K

603-314-5386

+44 (0) 1794 512376

MULCH-MAKER GRINDER

FHE Model 10 Regrinder. Grind tree chips
into high-quality landscape mulch. Originally
$52,500 in 2000, sell for $22,500 w/350 hrs.
110 hp diesel. portable, 15-25 cy/hr., Loc.
N.J. Call (856) 589-1501.

GET RESULTS FASTER USING Al R-S PAD E ®
Excavate plant roots in minutes, without root
damage. The air excavation tool preferred by
hundreds of professionals worldwide for:

Hardware and software by an arborist for
the arborist. For more information about the

industry's best-selling package, call or write
Arbor Computer Systems, P0 Box 548,
Westport, CT 06881-0548. Phone: (203)
226-4335; Web site:
www.Arborcomputer.com ; E-mail:
Phannan @Arborcomputer.com

ir

FOR SALE

1996 Ford F700 with 60 AL of CT, 1996 Ford
F800 Diesel with 60' AL of CT, 1993 Ford
F700 with 50' AL of CT, 1997 Ford Tractor
w/winch, dozer blade, 6-foot Brown cutter,
(4) GMC Topkick Split Dump Trucks, 19911992-1992-1994. Call (814) 676-3430.

• Root Collar Excavation
• Root Pruning
• Aeration and Vertical Mulching
• Radial Trenching
• New Construction
• Locating Utilities
• Reducing soil compaction
• Treating Plant Diseases

Find out about the benefits that air excavation can have on
plant health and your business. Al R-SPADE ® has been
proven the world's best air excavation tool, and "one of the
few tools that pays for itself in one job".

Factory Reconditioned & Reworked
Equipment from the leaders of chippers
& waste reduction equipment.

Hand fed chippers - whole tree chippers stump grinders - horizontal grinders (models from all major manufacturers) more than
100 units to choose from for our selection
visit: www.banditchippers.com or call us at
Bandit Industries, Inc., Remus, MI 49304. Ph:
1-800-952-0178 or (989) 561-2270

One of a kind
1990 International w/ 2000 Aerial Lift of Ct.
Elevator and 55' Bucket. Excellent condition
from top to bottom. Custom tool boxes, aluminum rims, air seat & more. You can eat off
of this unit —just change the name and go to
work. Just bought the same thing new. No
tire kickers please, this is a one-of-a-kind
bucket for the serious arborist. $85,000. Call
Scott Monroe or Jason Bresson at Monroe
Tree Co., Inc., Sharon, CT (860) 364-0323.

,ki

CF\

(.trd

Complete Truck & Crane

$76,900

Bucket Truck: '88 Ford F700 with LR 50

and Forestry body. Unit is in good condition.
Reason for selling: bought new unit. $22,500.
1-800-427-4890

Bandit 3680 Beast, 500 hrs., in new condition, owner operated & maintained. $150,000
Multitek 2040 firewood processor & 30' conveyor $26,000. Trojan 1900 Loader coupler
bucket forks $14,500, both in good working
condition. (203) 268-8994.

--

New Terex 3470 New Ford F750
+ 1 7-ton capacity + 225 Turbo Dies'
•. 120 Ft. with JIB + 6-Speed Trans.
+ Full LMI
+ 20-Ft. Bed
+ 2-speed Winch + A/C

Continued on page 58
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Tree Care Industry

Rayco & Vermeer
Stump cutter retipping & remanufacturing
Call us toll free at 1-888-9991788 for the
details.

The industry's marketplace. Advertise today
Call 1-800-733-2622

Built-Rite Firewood Equipment
A complete line of processors, splitters, &
conveyors. Over 24 HPWS splitter is ideal
for tree services.
• All heavy duty components
• 24 hp Honda, single stage pump
• 25 tons, 4 & 6 way hyd. Wedges
Free Video
Built-Rite Mfg. Corp.
750 East Hill Rd.
Ludlow, VT 05149
1-800-757-2520

1-800-94-ARBOR(27267)
The ON!. V number you need to renieniher for....

We will match anyone's advertised price!

MC / ViSA/ DISCOVER
accepted

Fax 24 Hours
9161852-5800

We Ship UPS

Hours M-F
7:30AM- 5PM

PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES
ArborGold Software - Complete job management! Phone message center, proposals
with built-in landscape CAD designer, scheduling, invoicing and more. Posts to
QuickBooks. Print estimates on site with new
hand-held PCs and download to office. Call
Tree Management Systems - 1-800-9331955, see demo at www.turftree.com

WESTERN TREE EQUIPMENT & REPAIRS

Please circle 60 on Reader Service Card

Upgrade your firewood business!
Multitek builds firewood processors with 25,
55, 80 & 110 hp. Unique log grapple feed
system lets you process low, crooked logs
to firewood. Mobile conveyors, log and brush
grapples for skid loaders. For specs or a
dealer visit www.multitekinc.com or 1-800243-5438.

91 to 95 GMC & Ford
Forestry Trks.
60 ft. W.H. Gas & Diesel
low soles

-

us S
SiLlS
Altec LRIII
I t (lii v Style Bucket Trk -

91 to 95 GMC and Ford
Gas & Diesel. Man-Cabs
and 16-Ft. Chip Trucks

a
Us1( (.s or

Aerial Lift of Conn.
Forestry Bucket Trucks

l: )r d

(..s or Disel

Crane Trucks and
Knucklebooms

New Cone-Head 500
Brush Chipper, 125 HI'
14 Capacity
ilv

Call Toll Free 1-888-340-1756
Please circle ')I on Reader Service Card
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ArborSoftWorxTM suite of business
management software specialized for
the Commercial Arborist (ArborWare®),
and Municipal/Campus Arborist. Manage
unlimited customers, work sites, proposals/contracts, work orders, work history,
plant/tree inventory, invoicing, receivables,
and more. Also includes pest/disease,
plant/tree and chemical libraries with application tracking with state reporting,
foreign language translation, link to
QuickBooks, Synchronization with field
devices, routing and mapping, comprehensive landscape drawing, link to all external
Word processing and Spreadsheet software, and so much more... Call today for
more information: 1-800-49-ARBOR, or
visit us at: www.ArborSoftWorx.com

Successful corn

0

Does yours.?;;

y

our company's safety program is vital to Its profitability,
professionalism and success. Whether your company has
an existing safety program or is trying to develop and
implement one, the National Arbonst Association (NAA) Model
Company Safety Program can help you establish the most
comprehensive and effective safety program possible.

A program developed with the aid of the NAA Model Company
Safety Program will:
Prevent injuries, vehicle accidents and property damage
Lower insurance costs
Satisfy contractor/commercial client bidder requirements
Boost productivity
Ensure OSHA compliance
Produce better motivated employees
Improve ability to finish jobs on time and within budget
Enhance your company's reputation

MeI
Co rn
pan
Safety
P rogram

I

The NAA Model Company Safety Program represents the best
practices of some of the foremost companies in the industry. It
contains instructions to guide you through implementation, as well
as sample company policy language and useful forms for program
implementation in print and on CD.
Call to order today! The long-term success and well-being of your
company and its employees just may depend upon it.

& CD)

(includes manual,

04

In pa,lnersh4o with

etobIIshed 1938

4ational Arborist Association
,

Dedft~ ft ffv Ackcrxxvn" of Cwwraic" bee 0cm fkahesm

Phone: 1-800-733-2622
1403-314-5380
1403414-5386
Fax:
E-mail:
naa@natlarb.com
www.natlarb.com
Web:
Please circle 35 on Reader Service Card
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THE MONTHLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NATIONAL ARBORIST ASSOCIATION

What Does the Tree Care
Industry Pay Employees?
The results are in for the NAA's annual
Wage & Benefit Survey for the industry. The
most comprehensive and extensive survey of
wages, salaries, sales compensation and benefits, the results are now available online at
the members only section of
www.natlarb.com .
New categories were added this year, including commission rates and bonuses for sales
people, so find out how your wage and benefits package compares within the industry and
within your region of the country.
The NAA Wage and Benefit Survey is one
key way commercial tree care companies maintain their competitive edge.

NAA
Wage & Benefit Survey
All
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Chain saw recall
In cooperation with the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC). Stihl
Inc. is voluntarily recalling about 3,000 chain saws. Fuel can leak out of the chain
saw's tank, which could cause a fire or injury hazard.
Stihl has received six reports of fuel leakage. No fires or injuries have been reported.
The recalled Stihl chain saws include model number MS 170 and MS 180 C with
serial numbers 255120848 through 255122797 and 255739074 through 255741150.
The model numbers are located
on the starter housing. The serial number is printed on the
housing near the bumper

Call for nominations

spikes.

Stihi dealers nationwide sold
the chain saws from July 2002
through October 2002.
Arborists should stop usin g
the chain saws immediately
and return them to the dealer
where purchased for a free repair. For more information.
contact Stihl at 1-800-6106677, or log on to the
company s Web site at
www.stihlusa.com .
'
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for board of directors
Nominations are now being accepted for
the 2004-2005 NAA's Board of Directors.
Members wishing to nominate candidates
should fill out the "Candidate for NAA Board
of Directors Nominator Form." This form
will be mailed to all members in January and
may
also
be
downloaded
at
www.natlarb.com . Those submitting nominations must also contact the candidate to
ensure the candidate is willing to serve.

Online learning for the new manager!
Make professional improvement fit into your
schedule, with ArborLearn.org!

.ArborLearn org

The American Society of Consulting Arhorists
(:\SCA). the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) and the National Arhorist Association
NAA) formed a partnership called ArborLearn to offer online educational seminars
to arborists. While each association has a unique mission within the arboricultural
community, the three associations recognized that by working together, all of their
members would benefit from the combined knowledge base.
The ability to provide affordable continuing education to
members at home and work. as well as at the time they choose
to access it. is an important part of member service.
The NAA Crew Leader Home Stud is the latest course to go
ito
online under the ArborLearn banner. 'Crew Leader is designed
to help your employees make the jump from labor to supervisory job responsibilities. It teaches 'people skills" to help your
employee communicate more effectively with his/her fellow
.
employees as well as your clients. The online version offers
interactive features like online exams, exam feedback. and a
discussion group. yet is very accessible with a 56K dial-up
modem connection.
For more information on these courses. or to enroll, please
visit llii1t. -1 r/)prLe(1 177.0 r.

Splinters

NO ::: W°'

NOT

EVER

u a r a n teed"

DICA Marketing Co.

Carroll. IA 51401

800-611)-D1CA3422
.dieaUSA.com

FAX 712-792-1106
info@ dicaUS-\coni
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Save on health insurance
of the month

Healthlnsurance.com gives NAA
members better access to health insurance for themselves and their employees.
The system provides free online
quotes from a large selection of health
plans for individual and group cover age. side-by-side comparisons of
prices and benefits, and a "Health Insurance 101" tutorial. Live support is
available via toll-free phone or email
from licensed professional insurance
agents who help users create the most
cost-efficient packages and take away
the administrative headache associated

February 4 -

9, 2003

with applying for and maintaining
health policies. Members receive a
free prescription discount drug card
just for getting an online quote. To
take advantage of this plan. visit http:/
/arborist. heal thinsurance.corn. or call
800.476.5900 for group coverage.
888-216-4322 for individual coverage.
Coverage currently not available in HI.
KY. NH, SD, VT. Coverage is also not
available for small groups (50 or less) ill
AK. AR . DE. IA. KS. NE . ND. RI. WV.
and for indi iduak ni II). \l;\. \1F. \1\
or OR.

November

13-15, 2003

Winter Management Conference

TCI EXPO 2003

Westin Rio Mar
Rio Grande, Puerto Rico

Baltimore Convention Center
Baltimore, Maryland

IJAMESON
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0: How can I get a copy
of the industry safety
standards? Why do I
have to pay for them?

The NAA sells the ANSI Z133. 1 -2000,
the industry safety standard, at a discount
to members. When the new standard was
published the price was reduced even further to make the standard as available as
possible. All NAA member companies also
receive one free copy as a membership
benefit. It also comes with the Electrical
Hazards Awareness Program.
Supporting the standards development process. While most of the people
working on standards development are
volunteers, standards developers incur expense in the coordination of these
voluntary efforts. From the time a new
project is started through the final balloting and adoption of a standard and the
subsequent maintenance procedures, much
effort is involved in supporting the volunteers who actually write the documents.
Meetings are scheduled; minutes and draft
documents are distributed; and there remains a constant requirement for public
notification about the activity. For international standards, the cost of standards
also covers the cost of operating the ISO
and IEC central secretariats.
Hundreds of staff employed by ANSI
and Standards Developing Organizations
(SDOs) across the nation provide direct
support for the domestic and international
technical development activities of the
volunteers.
Supporting the standards users.
Once a standard is written and approved,
users need to know it is available for their
use. Catalogs and indexes must be created
and maintained, whether in print or electronic format. Users may also need help in
identifying the particular standard that is
applicable to their need; this often goes

P
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beyond the kind of information available
in a catalog or database. Directly charging
for this kind of support would impose a
barrier to the dissemination of the information in the standards, which is what the
user ultimately wants. In light of this, operational expenses are recovered through
the sale of standards.
In addition, considerable resources are
expended in educating federal, state, and
local government regulators and legislators
as to the value and integrity of voluntary
standards, and often, defending in the
courts a standard and the process under
which it was developed. Standards sales
also support the staff time required to promote the global acceptance of international
standards. These are important values for
the users of standards who rely on marketplace acceptance of these standards to
operate commercially.
Intellectual property and commercial value issues. The information
contained in a standard is the intellectual
property of the developing organization.
When others want to use this property, they
are expected to pay a fair value for it. If
incorporating the content of a standard is
deemed necessary in the development of
a product or service, obtaining this intellectual property should be seen as no
different from obtaining any other component of the product.
Electronic dissemination. While less
expensive than paper-based development
and distribution, electronic standards do
incur production, warehousing and distribution costs in terms of manpower,
facilities and equipment.
We hope this information provides in
as to why standards aren't free.

e m b,,

Nels J. Johnson Sr.
passes away
We regret to report that Nels Joel
Johnson Sr.. founder of Nels J. Johnson
Tree Experts, Inc., died in Evanston. Ill..
on Nov. 8, 2002. He was 98.
Johnson was born in Skane in southern
Sweden in 1904. Upon graduating from
high school and University in Sweden with
a degree in botany, he came to the United
States in 1926.
To further his education after founding
Nels J. Johnson Tree Experts in 1930, he
studied plant physiology and phytopathology at the University of Chicago, and
engineering at Illinois Institute of Technology. In 1948, he earned a bachelor of
philosophy degree at Northwestern.
In 1953, Johnson was called by the city
officials of Gothenburg, Sweden to serve
on a three-member commission to examine the city's diseased elm trees. At this
time, he was also invited to lecture at
Uppsala University in Sweden and at the
Royal Institute of Forestry in Stockholm,
where he was received by the King of
continued on next page

Gain that competitive edge
It's not too late to sign up for Winter Management Conference 2003, held at the Westin Rio Mar
in Puerto Rico, Feb. 4-9, 2003. For more information, call 1-800-733-2622 or visit www.natlarb.com .
It's time and money well spent.
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Sweden. Gustaf Adolph V. Before leaving
for Sweden. Mr. Johnson also received an
invitation from the directors of the famed
Chapultepec Park in Mexico City to examine its cedars, which were threatened with
disease.
In 1973. Johnson was knighted by King
Carl Gustav XVI of Sweden for his contributions to Swedish-American relations
and support of cultural projects, including
educational exchanges for students in Sweden and the United States. He was also
commended for his work in conservation
and his distinguished achievements in upgrading his profession's standards.
He served as president of Nels J.
Johnson Tree Experts from 1930 to 1993.
The tradition of excellence continues with
the leadership of N. Joel Johnson Jr., president; and Karl G. Johnson, vice president.
The company, which has been a member
of the National Arborist Association for
almost 30 years, numbers among its clients
municipalities, park districts, schools,
homes, estates, industrial areas, and over
125 golf courses.
As for personal interests and hobbies.
Johnson earned a 7th degree Black Belt in
Ju Jit Su and Karate, and fulfilled his desire to fly by becoming a licensed
instrument pilot. His love of music was expressed through playing the violin and
ballroom dancing. His greatest love, how ever, was nature and especially trees.
Johnson once stated. In the medical
profession, every cure is predicated by correct diagnosis - the same is true in
arboriculture. Without substantial knowledge of botany, soils, plant pathology.
entomology, and chemistry, years of practical experience and training, it is difficult
to conceive how anyone can correctly diagnose tree troubles and prescribe
successful treatments. Certainly, an occupation demanding such diversified and
profound knowledge as arboriculture. administering to living trees: creations so
indispensable to the comfort, well being,
if not the continued existence of man and
of so great and immeasurable beauty, is a
profession second to none."
Memorial contributions may be made to
the Chicago Botanic Garden, 1000 Lake
Cook Road, Glencoe, IL 60022.

Exclusive distributor for Kong
Kong S.p.A. announced last month that U.S Rigging Supply Corporation of Santa
Ana. Calif., has been appointed the exclusive North American distributor for Kong
products in the arborist field. Kong is a high-tech Italian company, ISO 9000 certified, that produces connectors— such as carabiners and snap hooks - and tools for
climbing.
For additional information, contact Doug Heim. at doug@usrigging.com or call
toll free 1-800-624-1116.

For more news and information on government affairs, industry standards,
meetings, marketing, sales and public relations, NAA members and industry subscribers can go to www.natlarb.com -, Publications - Reporter.
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I'm not saying my gear handles tree
climbing better than others, but...
oh wait, that is what I'm saying.

J

Designed by a guy who knows what he s ra!k;ng abou:. S8-578-TkEE.
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uistable False
Technique using a stiffened-webbing false
crotch.

/ r o t c h P, (,;

A

false crotch, according to ANSI Z133.1-2000. 3.10, is: "A system used to
support an arborist climbing line other than a natural crotch. A false crotch
shall incorporate rings or a pulley, or some other device that will protect the
system and/or arborist climbing line from damage or failure. Each component of the
system shall have a minimum tensile strength of 5.000 pounds."
An Adjustable False Crotch (AFC) is a modification of the system that most arborists have been using for some time. The application discussed in this article employs
the AFC as a second tie-in point when doing removals, especially when you are on a
single spar. The AFC allows a secure, adjustable tie-in point that will allow the climber
to descend as with a traditional double-rope climbing system. It would also make
Technique using 1/2-inch arborist climbaerial rescue easier.
inn lino
As with everything else, there are several variations to this theme. but I will describe
the first one that I used. Ken Palmer (of ArborMaster Training Inc.) gave me a new
version of a false crotch. It is constructed of sewn webbing with different sized aluminum rings sewn into the webbing at the ends. The
webbing has been stiffened to make it flip better on larger trees and it has a high visibility section at the large ring end to make it easier
to spot from the ground for retrieval. The adjustable portion of this is made with 3/8-inch Tenex hollow braid with both ends spliced to
a ring. The Tenex is attached to the strap with a three wrap, six-coil Prusik. Fewer wraps will not hold on the new strap. This system
allows the climber to flip the strap easily, and works very well on certain sized trees. One limitation. other than size, is that because
there are two rings, if you need to move the system over a limb you have to untie your climbing line.
Another version of the AFC uses a longer piece of 1/2-inch rope with eyes spliced in both ends (knots may get hung up in retrieval).
Attached to one eye is an HMS carabiner in place of a large ring. As with the other AFC. a 3/8-inch hollow braid line has both ends
spliced to a small ring. This line and ring are attached to the 1/2-inch line with a 3-wrap Prusik hitch making the system adjustable. This
version also uses some 2-inch webbing to protect the AFC line.
This system has some of the same benefits as the first one, but because it is made of 1/2-inch climbing line it is not as stiff and doesn't
flip as well. However, it has some added benefits in that you can make it as large or small as you need. Also, instead of using a ring on
the large end, the HMS carabiner was used so you can unclip one side to advance the climbing system past a limb. This allows passing
of a limb without untying your climbing line.
One other version that Tom Dunlap shared with me uses a captured eye carabiner spliced into the end of a climbing line with a Distal
or other sliding friction hitch for the other end. This system employs a screw link and pulley as the small ring. A stopper knot must be
tied in the end to prevent the sliding friction hitch from slipping off. This system can be as long as needed for the job.
Why you should use an AFC? One reason, is ANSI Z133.1-2000, 7.2.8: Arhorists shall use a second point of attachment (work
positioning lanyard or double-crotched rope) when operating a chain saw in a tree." One additional benefit that at least one climber has
experienced is when tying into a spar or limb that can split. ANSI Z133.1-2000, 9.4.4 states, "When large cuts are being made in single
spar trees, both ends of the work-positioning lanyard should be attached to a single point on the arborist saddle to prevent injury to the
arborist should the spar split." The AFC will allow your climbing system to operate normally if the spar splits. As the tree opens it will
force the small ring against your friction hitch. This hopefully will allow you to move out of the way.
.

Ti;,, Walsh is staff arborist for the National Arborist Asociation.
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• Bimonthly issues of the Arborist News provide the latest news and
information on the practices and techniques you need to know.

I

• Deep discounts on the very important certification programs
and study materials.

12:...

14"

• Significant savings on more than 100 industry books, videos, workbooks,
CDs, and other training/reference resources.

..

.i

• Access to educational resources making you more valued as an employee
or owner.

£

I

• Tree care conferences: From the ISA international conference to your local
chapter meeting, ISA provides important education and networking possibilities.
• Professional recognition through the use of the ISA member logo.
• Current research findings that impact tree care practices are found in every issue of the Journal of Arboriculture.

• ISA's cooperative efforts for standardization of tree care practices.
,

• Public outreach campaigns spreading the word
"Trees need care" and "Arborists care for trees".
• Support of the International Tree Climbing Competition.
• Development and improvement of certification programs raising the level
of professionalism.
• Support of education programs at tree care conferences and meetings.

• Development of educational resources such as books, videos,
computer learning, etc.
rur more than 75 years, the International Society of Arboriculture found its strength in
the vision of men and women dedicated to uncompromising quality in the care and preservation of trees. Through research,
education, certification, and outreach, ISA sets new standards for professional excellence—and your membership makes it happen.

. blay! Call, wrfte, fa or vidt us on the w
JAM
(888) ISA-TREE

(888)472-8733

(217) 355-9411

(217) 355-9516 fax

I.

P.O. Box 3129 Champaign, IL 61826-3129

wwwisa-arborcom/mbrappl
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From the Field Continued from page 68
Wait, Wait, Don't Tell Me The Rest of the Story
...

parted."
"You want to mill the log for furniture,"
determined Dave Burwell of Custom Tree
Service.
"We buy our furniture already assembled from Bloomingdales."
Starting to feel frustrated, Gregg
O'Connor of South Park Square tried,
"You're not really going to tell me why
you want the tree removed, are you?"
"Oh, I'm finding this whole episode tremendously amusing and I will give the
answer. You have 23 questions to go."
"Pileated woodpeckers are feeding on
the carpenter ants, leaving ugly droppings
on the pool deck," suggested Don
Samuelsen of Agape Tree Care.
"As an amateur ornithologist, I love all
members of the family Picidae."
"The nuts hurt the swimmers feet," offered Bill Kucharski of Milford, N.H.
"Unlike your hardy souls up north, we
don't swim beyond Labor Day. long before the nuts fall."
"The hickory nuts are hitting the roof,
setting off the alarm system." said Mike
Barta of Barta's Tree Service.
"Keep guessing."
"Maybe the nuts are hitting the roof and
setting off the dogs," suggested Tom Laws
of Myers and Laws, certified arborist An-

d06&

5

The Worlds Largest Mail Order Woodsman

Ocropany-Selling at Discounted Prices

drev Boose and John Paul McMillin of
Wilmington Country Club.
"Thats not right but I will say that it
does have something to do with the nuts
and the dogs."
At this point, the questioning proceeded
at a frenzied pace.
"Are you afraid the falling nuts will hurt
the dogs?" asked T. Gray Shaw from Arbor Artist?
"Their skulls are thicker than the concrete bunkers in Baghdad."
"Chasing after the nuts, the dogs are falling into the pool and can't get out,"
suggested Terry Robbins of Fraser Valley
Equipment, Brian Kile of Deacon Equipment. Ken of No Bull Landscaping and
Steve Jones of Audubon/VTM Arborists.
"Nice guess but these dogs could claw
their way out of anything."
Just as Brian Kittery of Alakai Corp. was
ready to suggest that the nuts were hurting
the dogs' paws, a nut dropped from the tree
and hit the deck. Before it could stop rolling, the spaniels sprung into action and one
of them scarfed it down in three quick
gulps.
"Tha(s why I want the tree down," she
blurted out.
"I knew it," crowed Ed Milhous of Trees
Please. 'You're concerned that the dogs

Husqvarna" 335XPT
"California Special"
Interested in a powerful tree saw? Look no furthe:!
The 335XPT "California Special" boasts a 45cc engine
(not the 35cc displacement found standard on
335XP models) giving you even more horsepower than ever. Other features include the
Air Injection'Nt air filtration system and an
Oregon° Intenz bat with side mounted
chain tensioner.
i
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will break their teeth on the nuts."
"Wrong again. And you were so confident that you had the right answer."
"The dogs are choking or being poisoned by the nuts," said Rodger Schley of
Rodgers Tree Service and Richard Hattier.
"They're eating the nuts, it's upsetting
their stomachs and they're defecating on
the deck," reasoned Danny Doak of South
Plains College and Jerry Fischer of Midwest Tree Moving.
"They're eating the nuts and vomiting
in the house," said Brian Allison of E.C.C.
Tree Clearance, Bob Harvath of Olive
Branch, MS. and Dana Dixon of Dixon
Tree Service."
"No. no and no!" my client said.
Fifty-five arborists, 62 plausible reasons
for taking down this hickory tree. And
every one of them wrong. My client could
see the dejection in my face.
"I was about ready to tell you 20 minutes ago why this tree must be removed
now. It was you who interrupted by thinking you had all the answers. May I now
proceed?"
Duly reprimanded, I nodded my head.
"As you know, my husband is a lobbyist and represents the motion picture
industry here in Washington. Last night
was the premier showing of a new movie.
We had several of the stars over for cocktails and dinner prior to the viewing.
Everything was going really well. We sat
around the table, the dogs peacefully trolling beneath for any dropped morsel. Just
as I was serving my parfait, the room was
filled with the most pungent odor imaginable so eye-watering and brain-numbing,
in fact, that we had to clear the room immediately. It ruined a perfect evening. And
it's all because of these hickory nuts and
the gastro-intestinal distress it causes the
dogs."
Having two dogs of my own, I understood her predicament and promised to
have the tree down the next day. Afterwards, I went back to my pickup truck and
sat
all brokenhearted
But soon I
couldn't help but chuckle to myself,
"Flatulent dogs. Sometimes this job
HL
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Wait, Wait, Don't Tell Me

...

The Rest of the Story

By Paul Wolfe II

A

s you may recall from my From
the Field article in the November issue of TCI. I was invited to
a client's property in the autumn to take
down a 50-foot tall hickory tree. Just as the
client was about to tell me why she wanted
this seemingly healthy tree removed
ASAP. I interrupted and suggested that I.
being an arborist who has witnessed most
every reason for removing a tree, would
tell her why the tree should come down.
She accepted my challenge, knowing that
I'd never be able to guess.
To briefly revisit the scene, the tree in
question was in the left rear of a fenced
property and overhung the house, pool.
deck and shrubbery. While two Springer
Spaniels were charging around the back
lawn, I made several educated, but ultimately lame, guesses tojustify the removal
of this tree. With my reputation on the line,
I quickly called in the reserves. Aided by
a bribe that would provide $100 to the person who correctly deduced why the tree
had to come down, 54 of the most able
arborists in North America came to my
rescue. Fortified with fresh ideas, I would
now like to resume the conversation already in progress.
"Birds are roosting in the tree and
"If this were 64 Questions, you'd have
58 left." the client said smugly.
"A squirrel fell out of the tree and
drowned in your pool." suggested Chuck
Collins of Collins Tree Service. "It broke
your heart."
"I wish it was that easy getting rid of
those awful rodents."
"Squirrels are pelting nuts at your two
dogs." reasoned Steve Goodwin of Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Brett Youngster of Tree
Works Environmental Care in Land
O'Lakes, Fla.
"Or, more simply, you want the tree
down because the squirrels are driving
your dogs nuts." said Duwayne Brown,
Terry Karst. Charles Smith, A.J. Zima,

Mike Staley, Matt Becker. Ronald
Thrasher, Doug Max. Jack Heerman, and
Tina McConnell.
"A clever play on words but the squir rels aren't the problem." she replied.
"Seeing that you have Springer Spaniels, which are bird dogs, could it be that
the dogs are barking at the birds in the
tree?" asked Trevor Stanton of All Seasons
Tree Service.
"My dogs are oblivious to birds."
"Are the dogs using the tree trunk as a
"drop zone?" queried Carson Haring of
Cambia, Iowa and George Kitcher of Norfolk, Va.
"They prefer to do their duty in areas
where arborists are most likely to walk."
"It must be the dogs are climbing into
the tree andjumping over the fence, getting on the roof or falling into the pool,"
suggested Paul Wasielewski of Tree King,
Dianne Casella of Hawley. Penn. Jim
1-larvath of Shrewsbury. Mo, George Bell
of Bob Ray Co., Richard of Artistic Tree
Service, and Jamie Inashima of Inashima
Design.
"Please. They're Springer Spaniels, not
climbing spaniels."
"You don't like the color of the autumn
leaves," opined Dave Cole of Pride. La.,
and Art Wildman of Down To Earth Services, Inc.
"Anything that looks like gold is fine
with me."
"The tree is killing the surrounding turf
because of excess shade," thinks Shaun
Volkmann of Arbormeister Science.
"We specifically planted shade varieties of fescue."
"You had a dream last night that the tree
would fall and kill your dogs," noted
Marissa Weber of L. E. Weber, Inc.
"My dreams are always ethereal, never
morbid."
"The tree casts too much shade on the
property and you can't sunbathe au natural," suggests Rotarian Tom Mugridge of

Forest City Tree Protection.
"So you're the one who's been staring
over my fence. Perhaps I should call you
Peeping Tom Mugridge."
"Could it be you want the hickory for
firewood?" asked Peter Becker of Bartlett
Tree Experts.
"Let's see. For $7001 get 1/10th of a cord
of wood. That's a tad pricey, don't you
think?"
"You want the hickory chips for the
smoker," suggested Steve of Timberline
Tree and Landscape and Frido van
Kesteren of Bartlett Tree Experts.
"Kingsford produces wonderful briquettes in a 20-pound bag."
"I got it," said Ron Edwards of High
Point Crane Service. "Although it appears
the tree is on your property because of
where the fence is, it actually belongs to
your neighbor. Since they're moving, you
want the tree down before the new neighbors move in."
"A very innovative thought but, unfor tunately, the tree is mine."
"I'm betting the dogs are eating the
leaves and it's making them hyperactive,"
ventured Andy Lorimer of D&S Tree Ser vice.
"They graze on grass but I've never seen
them eat leaves."
"It is your ex-husband's favorite tree?"
queried Roger Cooksey of Southern Tree
Service. "Ever since he ran off with his
executive assistant, you've wanted revenge!"
"Should that be the case, I'd cut off more
than the tree," she said with a gleam in her
eye.
"Is it because the tree was used for years
as a backdrop for family photos and now
that your husband is gone it conjures up
too many old memories?" suggested Wess
McCullough of McCullough Tree Service.
"My dearly beloved is not newly deContinued on page 66
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Cambistat 2SC
Cambistati M 2SC is a scientifically proven plant growth regulator
that reduces tree growth and provides therapy for trees in stressful
sites. A single application provides these benefits for multiple years.

Cambistat is applied
to the soil at the base
of the tree. A typical
application takes
about 15 minutes.
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1. Determs
-. Excavate a trench
dosage of Comuuaeoi i
around base of tree
measuring the DBH o f 2 to 5 inches deep.
the tree.

with purchase of one
quartofCambi
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12/31/02
one trowel
-

3. Pour Cambistat evenly
around the tree, allow
product to soak in, cover
trench.
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Call for Research and Product Information

tc mxive vowel mail proof
of puichase and label to:
Rainbow Treecare Oiler
2239 Edgewood Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55426

I —877—ARBORISCT)
www.rainbowscivance.com

02002 Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements

Canibistat 2SC is a registered trademark of Rainbowlreecare Scientific Advancements
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ECRIN ROC

NAVAHO VARIO & V2 BOD

.strong polycarbonate shell

lightweight and comfortable

• rope can be released under body weight

• easy adjustment system

-fitted with sliding protective sleeve

•excellent ventilation

• easy to don with patented double
back buckles

-available in 6,9 and 16 foot lengths

-ANSI rated

-

ng

-forged steel work-positioning
side D-rings

a

AM'D BALL LOCK
• auto locking carabiner
.6300 Ibf (28kN) breaking
strength
-strong and versatile

•V2 SOD ANSI rated
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Petzl America (801) 327-3805 www.petzI.com

